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Introduction
One main problem in arithmetic geometry is the computation of the étale funda-
mental group pi1pX, xq of a scheme X, classifying its finite étale covers. Because this
problem is too hard to solve, in class field theory one restricts to the comparison of
the abelianized fundamental group piab1 pXq, classifying finite abelian étale covers of
X, with a suitable so-called class group CX , like in the classical case of a local or
global field. The class group usually is linked to more local data and is supposed
to be more easy to handle. The comparison is done via a homomorphism
ρX : CX Ñ pi
ab
1 pXq,
which is called reciprocity map. In the best case ρX would be an isomorphism. But
in general this is not true. So the main task of class field theory will be to determine
the cokernel and the kernel of ρX .
In this thesis we will consider class field theory for higher dimensional varieties
X over local fields K following the ideas of S. Bloch, K. Kato, S. Saito and U.
Jannsen (cf. [Blo81], [KS83], [Sai85a], [JS03]). In this setting the class group for a
proper variety is given by
SK1pXq : coker
à
yPX1
K2pκpyqq
B
Ñ
à
xPX0
κpxq

,
where B is induced by the boundary maps coming from algebraic K-theory and
where Xa is the set of a-dimensional points. The reciprocity map
ρX : SK1pXq Ñ pi
ab
1 pXq
then is defined to be the sum of local reciprocity maps ρx : κpxq Ñ Galabκpxq Ñ
piab1 pXq, which for proper varieties factors through SK1pXq.
The main strategy to understand the reciprocity map ρX of a smooth proper vari-
ety X over a local field K is to find a suitable model X for X over the corresponding
ring of integers and relate it to the reciprocity map
ρY : CH0pY q Ñ pi
ab
1 pY q
of its reduction Y  Xs leading to higher dimensional class field theory over finite
fields k, which is well understood, but only for smooth and proper varieties (cf.
[Lan56], [Blo81], [KS83], [KS09]): For a smooth and proper variety Y over a finite
field k the map ρY is injective with dense image. Assuming resolution of singular-
ities, there exists a flat, proper and regular model X for X whose reduced special
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fibre is a simple normal crossing variety (cf. [CJS09], [Ill09]), i.e. a variety whose
irreducible components are smooth and intersect nicely, but which in general will
not be smooth. So even if we assume that such a resolution exists, one has to deal
with the reciprocity map of simple normal crossing varieties over finite fields. The
cokernel and kernel of ρY then are controlled by the first and second weight homol-
ogy groups associated to the dual complex ΓY of Y , which only carries information
about how the irreducible components of Y intersect with each other.
Given such a model from above, the relation between the generic and special fibre
is then given via a generalized Hasse principle for the model X, which was proven
by U. Jannsen, S. Saito and M. Kerz (cf. [JS03], [KS10]) and which is formulated
in terms of Kato homology groups HKa associated to the étale homology theory H
and solving Kato’s conjectures. More precisely, the étale homology theory over the
valuation ring A of a local field K with Z{n-coefficients, n not divisible by the
residue field characteristic p, induces a niveau spectral sequence
E1r,qpXq 
à
xPXr
Hrq2pκpxq,Z{npr  1qq ùñ Hr qpX,Z{nq,
for every proper scheme X over A and its fibres. The corresponding 5-term se-
quences of the model X, the variety X and its reduction Y then lie in an exact
sequence. The occurring groups can be identified with modulo n versions of all the
appearing groups from above including Kato homology groups, which then take
control over the cokernels and kernels of the reciprocity maps. These identifica-
tions use the duality theorem for étale homology theory, coming from Artin-Verdier
duality together with duality theorems for Galois cohomology of the ground fields,
and the lower Galois symbol isomorphisms, which come from Kummer theory and
[MS83], and which are part of the now proven Bloch-Kato conjecture (cf. [Voe10b],
[Voe10a], [SJ06], [HW09]). Then the Hasse principle states that the Kato homol-
ogy groups of the model X vanish and therefore induces isomorphisms between the
Kato homology groups of the variety X and its reduction Y . Altogether, we get
the commutative diagram of exact sequences
HK2 pX,Z{nq
o

// SK1pXq{n

ρXn // piab1 pXq{n

// HK1 pY,Z{nq
o

// 0,
HK2 pY,Z{nq // CH0pY q{n
ρYn // piab1 pY q{n // H
K
1 pY,Z{nq // 0.
And there is also an isomorphism between HKa pY,Z{nq and the corresponding weight
homology groups HapΓY ,Z{nq of ΓY . So in the modulo n version the first and sec-
ond weight homology of the dual complex of Y control the cokernel and kernel of
the reciprocity map ρXn of X.
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Since the topological cokernel of the reciprocity map coker ρX can be identified
with piab1 pXqcd, the quotient of piab1 pXq classifying the abelian coverings in which
every closed point of X is completely decomposed, and which easily is computed
(cf. [JS03] Lem. 5.4) to be the first weight homology group of ΓY in the setting
from above, the whole problem will be to analyse the kernel of the reciprocity map.
The main result in this thesis concerning the kernel of the reciprocity map ker ρX
is the following
Theorem. Let X be a smooth and proper variety over a local field K and let L be
a set of prime numbers not containing the residue characteristic p  charpkq. Then
the kernel of the reciprocity map ker ρX is the direct sum of a finite group and a
L-divisible group.
If charpKq  0, X is projective over K and has a model X like above and which
satisfies the Hasse principle for Qp{Zp-coefficients, then p can also be included into
L. The theorem is a higher dimensional generalisation of an analogous result for
curves by S. Saito (cf. [Sai85a], [Yos03]) and for surfaces by S. Saito and U. Jannsen
(cf. [JS03]).
The techniques for the determination of the structure of ker ρX are the follow-
ing. Using Gabber’s refinement of de Jong’s alteration theorem (cf. [Ill09], [dJ96])
one can restrict to smooth, projective and geometrically irreducible X with strict
semi-stable reduction Y . Reducing to the case of a curve (cf. [Sai85a], [Yos03]),
one can show that the kernel V pXq of the norm map SK1pXq Ñ K is a direct sum
of a torsion group and a divisible group. Since ker ρX is a subgroup of V pXq with
a finite index by the structure theorem of the geometric part pigeo1 pXq of piab1 pXq
(cf. [Yos03]) for such X, one deduces that ker ρX also is the direct sum of a torsion
group and a divisible group.
Because piab1 pXq and coker ρX can be shown to have only a finite torsion subgroup,
we get that for any set of prime numbers L the L-completion of ker ρX coincides
with the kernel of ρXL which is the induced map from the L-completed groups
SKpXqL Ñ pi
ab
1 pXqL. Now one can prove inductively, reducing to the known case
of a surface (cf. [JS03]) by finding a good divisor Z  X, that for almost all primes
` P L the `-completed group ker ρXt`u lies in the image of V pZq, which is `-divisible
for such `, and therefore vanishes. By this argument we can assume that w.l.o.g. L
is a finite set of primes. Now using the deep result that the second weight homol-
ogy group H2pΓY ,Zq b ZL, which is a finitely generated ZL-module, surjects onto
ker ρL, the latter group has only a finite torsion subgroup for finite sets L. Since
pker ρXqL  ker ρ
X
L and ker ρX is torsion plus divisible, it must follow that ker ρX
already is the direct sum of a finite group and a L-divisible group.
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This thesis is divided into three chapters. In the first chapter we will discuss
class field theory for varieties Y over finite fields k. We will recapitulate the main
definitions like Chow groups, the reciprocity map, the dual complex and quote
the theorem about the injectivity of the reciprocity map for smooth and proper
varieties. Using this theorem and an algebraic Seifert-van-Kampen theorem [Sti06]
we will be able to give a description of the kernel and cokernel of the reciprocity
map for simple normal crossing varieties Y in terms of weight homology groups
HapΓY , Zˆq of the dual complex ΓY in a new way and as a homology group of the
complex piab1 pY rsq filled with descent data. This enables us to give criteria for the
injectivity of the reciprocity map ρY . The main results in this thesis about simple
normal crossing varieties over finite fields is summarized in the following
Theorem. Let Y 
m
i1 Yi be a proper simple normal crossing variety over a finite
field k with its irreducible components Yi ãÑ Y . Let
Y rks :
º
i0 i1  ik
Yi0 Y Yi1 Y . . .Y Yik
be the disjoint union of the k-fold intersections, k ¥ 0, and ΓY be the corresponding
dual complex. Consider the complex
piab1 pY
rsq : ...
d2 // piab1 pY
r1sq
d1 // piab1 pY
r0sq
d0 // piab1 pY q
with dk :
°k
j0p1q
jpδkj q.
1. The cokernel and kernel of the reciprocity map
ρY : CH0pY q ÝÑ pi
ab
1 pY q
then are given by
coker ρY  H1ppi
ab
1 pY
rsqq ` pZˆ{Zqpi0pY q,
ker ρY  H0ppi
ab
1 pY
rsqq,
where the last group is finite.
2. There also is an exact sequence
H2pΓY , Zˆq // CH0pY q
ρY // piab1 pY q // pZˆ{Zqpi0pY q ` H1pΓY , Zˆq // 0.
3. If, furthermore, every component of Y r0s and Y r1s is geometrically connected
over k and CH0pY r0sq is torsion-free, then ρY is injective.
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The last point gives a new criterion for the injectivity of the reciprocity map for
simple normal crossing varieties which does not use the second weight homology
group H2pΓY , Zˆq.
The second chapter is about homology theories following [JS03]. There we will
collect all ingredients like the niveau spectral sequences, étale homology theory and
the connection between the fibres of a scheme over a discrete valuation ring, we will
use in the last chapter. Some homology groups can be related to each other using
Kato’s conjecture about the generalized Hasse principle.
In the third chapter we will do class field theory for varieties X over local fields
K. By studying the 5-term sequences of the niveau spectral sequences associated
to the étale homology theory, we will be able to deduce the modulo n results
for the reciprocity map of varieties over local fields like in [JS03], by identifying
the occurring groups with the given ones and relate them to the corresponding
groups of the reduction. Therefore we will use duality theorems and some cases
of the Bloch-Kato-conjecture. After an excursion over abelian groups and some
quotations of some necessary theorems, we will be able to dispose ourselves from
the Z{n-coefficients. The main theorem then can be stated and proven. In the last
section we will discuss, if it is probable that the kernel ker ρXn of the reciprocity
map modulo n injects into the corresponding kernel ker ρYn of the reduction. We
will give a criterion for the failing of this by computing the orders of homology
groups coming from higher terms of the niveau spectral sequence.
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1 Class field theory over finite
fields
The main goal of this chapter is to extend the results of class field theory of smooth
proper varieties over finite fields to proper simple normal crossing varieties over
finite fields. This could be done via the study of homology theories like in the
next chapter (cf. [JS03]), or alternatively by using a general Seifert-van-Kampen
theorem. We will take the second method, for which one directly can see where the
kernel and cokernel of the reciprocity map comes from. Also there are no problems
with the characteristic of the field.
1.1 The dual complex
In this section, we will introduce the dual complex of a variety. It only contains the
information of how the components of a variety meet each other. The homology
groups of the dual complex play a key role in describing the kernel and cokernel of
the reciprocity map in the next sections.
Definition 1.1.1 (The dual complex). Let pI, q be an totally ordered set. Let
Y 

iPI Yi be a locally noetherian scheme with closed subschemes Yi ãÑ Y . For
k ¥ 0 we put
Y rks :
º
i0 i1  ik
Yi0,i1,...,ik
as the disjoint union of
Yi0,i1,...,ik : Yi0 Y Yi1 Y . . .Y Yik ,
the k-fold scheme-theoretic intersection of the Yi and Y r1s : Y .
For instance we have
Y r0s 
º
i0PI
Yi0 and Y
r1s 
º
i0 i1PI
Yi0 X Yi1 .
For every interger k ¥ 1 there are k   1 morphisms
δkj : Y
rks Ñ Y rk1s for j  0, . . . , k
1
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given by the closed immersions
δkj : Yi0,...,ik ãÑ Yi0,...,iˆj ,...,ik ,
where the index ij P I is omitted on the right side. For j  0, . . . , k we get induced
maps:
Bkj : pi0pY
rksq Ñ pi0pY
rk1sq
on the connected components. Notice that we also have a canonical map h  δ00 :
Y r0s Ñ Y  Y r1s and correspondig induced maps.
Therefore Γ : ppi0pY rsq, pBj qjq is a simplicial complex, called the dual complex to
pY, pYiqiPI , pI, qq.
Remark 1.1.2. 1. Notice that the indices are shifted by one in comparison to
other papers like [JS03] or [Sat05].
2. If we only considere the vertices Γ0, the edges Γ1 and the faces Γ2 of the
simplicial complex Γ, then we have a undirected graph in the sense of graph
theory.
3. If we assume that all the Yi are connected, then all edges between two vertices
Yi0 and Yi1 are given by pi0pYi0 X Yi1q and the faces spanned by three vertices
Yi0, Yi1 and Yi2 are given by pi0pYi0 X Yi1 X Yi2q.
Definition 1.1.3 (Simplicial homology groups). Let Γ be simplicial complex (e.g.
like the one in 1.1.1). For an abelian group A we get a complex
CpΓ, Aq : . . .
d3 // ApΓ2q
d2 // ApΓ1q
d1 // ApΓ0q
d0 // ApΓ1q . . .
with dk :
°k
j0p1q
jBkj . Therefore we get simplicial homology groups
HkpΓ, Aq : kerpdkq{ impdk 1q.
In the setting of 1.1.1, this complex is
CpΓ, Aq : ...
d3 // Appi0pY
rksqq d2 // Appi0pY
r1sqq d1 // Appi0pY
r0sqq
Notice that Appi0pY rksqq is placed in degree k.
Definition 1.1.4 (Maximal subtree of a complex). Let Γ be a connected simplicial
complex. A maximal subtree T of Γ is a connected and simple undirected subgraph
of Γ with the same vertices as Γ, but without any cycles, i.e.:
Ti  H for every i ¥ 2,
Ti  Γi for every i ¤ 0
and #T1 is minimal with the connectivity property. (If #Γ0 is finite, then #T1 
#G0  1.)
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Lemma 1.1.5. Let Γ be a connected simplicial complex and T a maximal subtree
of Γ. For every abelian group A considere the vertical exact sequence of complexes:
CpT,Aq : . . .
d14 // 0
d13 //

0
d12 //

ApT1q
d11 // _

ApT0q
d10 // . . .
CpΓ, Aq : . . .
d4 // ApΓ3q
d3 // ApΓ2q
d2 // ApΓ1q
d1 //
p

ApΓ0q
d0 //

. . .
CpΓ, T ;Aq : . . .
d4 // ApΓzT q3
d3 // ApΓzT q2
d2 // ApΓzT q1
d1 // 0
d0 // . . . ,
where ApΓzT qi : ApΓiq{ApTiq. We then have:
• d11 is injective and H1pT,Aq  0.
• ker d2  ker d2.
• HipΓ, Aq  HipT,Aq for i ¤ 0.
• HipΓ, Aq  HipΓ, T ;Aq for i ¥ 1.
Proof. The first point follows from the condition on T1 in 1.1.4. The second follows
from the first with d2  p  d2 from the commutative diagramm of exact sequences:
0 // ker d2 // ker d2 // ker p _
d11

// coker d2
d1

ApT0q ApΓ0q.
Therefore ker p injects into coker d2 and the sequence splits off an isomorphism on
the left. And the rest then follows from the long exact sequence.
Lemma 1.1.6 (The connected components). Let Y 

vPI Yv be a noetherian
scheme which is covered by a finite number of closed subschemes Yv  Y and let Γ
be the dual complex to pY, pYiqiPI , pI, qq. Then we have:
1. If Y is connected, then for every pair of indices pv, v1q there is a finite sequence
of indices v  v0, . . . , vr  v1 such that
Yvj X Yvj 1  H
for every j  0, . . . , r1. In particular, the dual complex Γ is also connected.
2. If every Yv is connected, then Y is connected if and only if the above condition
holds.
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3. If every Yv is connected (and Y may not be connected), then there is a canon-
ical isomorphism
Api0pΓq  H0pΓ, Aq
°
 Api0pY q
for every abelian group A.
Proof. If the Yv are exactly the irreducible components of Y the second point can
be found in [Liu02] §2.4 Ex. 4.4. The statements then can be deduced from this,
since every closed subset must intersect some irreducible component of Y and every
irreducible component must lie in at least one of the Yv.
1.2 An algebraic Seifert-van-Kampen theorem
Here we will cite an algebraic version of the Seifert-van-Kampen theorem. It allows
us to compute the fundamental group of a variety out of the fundamental groups of
its irreducible components and their multiple intersections. In particular, we can
describe the abelianized fundamental group of that variety. Unfortunately, there is
a lack of information, which can be controlled by the homology groups of the dual
complex.
Theorem 1.2.1 (Algebraic Seifert-van-Kampen Theorem). Let pI, q be a finite
and totally ordered set and Y 

vPI Yv be a locally noetherian and connected
scheme with closed and connected subschemes Yv ãÑ Y . Let h : Y r0s 
²
vPI Yv Ñ
Y be the canonical map.
Let s be a geometric point of Y and for every k  0, 1, 2 and every t P pi0pY rksq
let sptq be a geometric point of t. Let Γ be the dual complex to pY, pYiqiPI , pI, qq.
Fix a maximal subtree T of Γ and for every boundary map B : t Ñ t1 in Γ¤2 let
γt,t1 : spt
1qù ΓpBqsptq be a fixed path in the sense of algebraic paths between base
points, i.e. a fixed isomorphism between the corresponding fibre functors. Then
canonically with respect to all these choices we have an isomorphism
pi1pY, sq 


vPI
pi1pYv, spvqq


 pˆi1pΓ, T q

{H,
where H is the closed normal subgroup generated by the cocycle and edge relations:
edgpe, geq : ÝÑe  pi1pδ
1
0qpgeq  p
ÝÑe q1  pi1pδ
1
1qpgeq
1,
cocpfq : p
ÝÑ
B22fq  α
pfq
102pα
pfq
120q
1  p
ÝÑ
B20fq  α
pfq
210pα
pfq
201q
1  p
ÝÑ
B21fq
1  α
pfq
021pα
pfq
012q
1,
for all parameter values e P Γ1, ge P pi1pe, speqq and f P Γ2. ÝÑe is defined to be the
corresponing topological generators of the pro-finite group
pˆi1pΓ, T q :
 

ePΓ1
Zˆ

{p
ÝÑ
e1 | e1 P T1q  
ePΓ1zT1
Zˆ.
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The map pi1pδ1i q uses the fixed path γδ1i peq,e. And finally α
pfq
ijk is defined using the i-th
vertex v  vipfq P Γ0 of f and the edge e  eijpfq P Γ1 with vertices tvipfq, vjpfqu 
tB10peq, B
1
1pequ as
α
pfq
ijk : γvipfq, eijpfq  γeijpfq, f  pγvipfq, f q
1 P pi1pYvi , spviqq.
Proof. This is a special case of [Sti06] Corollary 5.4 noting that closed immersions
are monomorphisms ([Sti06] Definition 4.2) and using [Sti06] Theorem 5.2(1) to see
that h - a proper, surjective morphism of finite presentation - is a universal effective
descent morphism for finite étale covers ([Sti06] Definition 5.1).
Remark 1.2.2. If we replace the covering of closed subschemes pYiqiPI by a covering
of open subschemes, theorem 1.2.1 also holds. h is then faithfully flat (i.e. flat and
surjective) and of finite presentation and therefore a universal effective descent
morphism for finite étale covers by [Sti06] Theorem 5.2(2).
Corollary 1.2.3 (The abelianized fundamental group). Let the notations be as in
1.2.1. The abelianized fundamental group of Y is then given by
piab1 pY q 

piab1 pY
r0sq ` pˆiab1 pΓ, T q
	
{H,
where we put:
piab1 pY
rksq :
à
ZPpi0pY rksq
piab1 pZq,
pˆiab1 pΓ, T q :
 à
ePΓ1
Zˆ

{p
ÝÑ
e1 | e1 P T1q

à
ePΓ1zT1
Zˆ.
And H is topologically generated by the relations
d1pgq and cocpfq  βpfq   d2pfq,
where
d1 : pi
ab
1 pY
r1sq Ñ piab1 pY
r0sq,
g ÞÑ piab1 pδ
1
0qpgq  pi
ab
1 pδ
1
1qpgq,
d2 :
À
fPΓ2
Zˆ Ñ pˆiab1 pΓ, T q,°
f nf  f ÞÑ
°
f nf  p
ÝÑ
B20f 
ÝÑ
B21f  
ÝÑ
B22fq,
β :
À
fPΓ2
Zˆ Ñ piab1 pY r0sq,°
f nf  f ÞÑ
°
f nf 
 
α
pfq
102  α
pfq
120   α
pfq
210  α
pfq
201   α
pfq
021  α
pfq
012

,
coc :
À
fPΓ2
Zˆ Ñ piab1 pY r0sq ` pˆiab1 pΓ, T q,°
f nf  f ÞÑ
°
f nf 
 
βpfq   d2pfq

,
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writing all the abelian groups additively. Furthermore, for an abelian group A con-
sider the complex
piab1 pY
rsq bZ A : pi
ab
1 pY
r1sq bZ A
d1ÝÑ piab1 pY
r0sq bZ A
d0ÝÑ piab1 pY q bZ A.
with homology groups Hippiab1 pY rsq, Aq. We then have an isomorphism
H1pΓ, Aq  H1ppi
ab
1 pY
rsq, Aq : cokerpd0q,
and a surjection
H2pΓ, Aq
β|
 H0ppiab1 pY rsq, Aq : kerpd0q{ impd1q.
Proof. The first statement immediately follows from 1.2.1 by abelianization. For
clarity in the description of the homology groups we suppress the terms bZA in
every line. Now d0 is the canonical map
d0 : pi
ab
1 pY
r0sq Ñ piab1 pY q 

ppiab1 pY
r0sq ` pˆiab1 pΓ, T q
	
{H.
So we get
H1ppi
ab
1 pY
rsq, Aq  cokerpd0q


piab1 pY
r0sq ` pˆiab1 pΓ, T q
	
{

piab1 pY
r0sq  H
	


piab1 pY
r0sq ` pˆiab1 pΓ, T q
	
{

piab1 pY
r0sq ` impd2q
	


pˆiab1 pΓ, T q
	
{ impd2q
 H1pΓ, T ;Aq
 H1pΓ, Aq.
The last isomorphism holds because T is a maximal subtree of Γ with 1.1.5.
And we have
H0ppi
ab
1 pY
rsq, Aq  kerpd0q{ impd1q


piab1 pY
r0sq XH
	
{ impd1q.
Now consider the exact sequence
0 Ñ

piab1 pY
r0sq XH
	
{ impd1q Ñ H{ impd1q
ω
Ñ

piab1 pY
r0sq  H
	
{piab1 pY
r0sq Ñ 0.
Because H  〈impd1q, impcocq〉 we have a surjection
coc :
à
fPΓ2
Zˆ H{ impd1q.
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And d2 :
À
fPΓ2
ZˆÑ pˆiab1 pΓ, T q factors through ω:
d2 :
à
fPΓ2
Zˆ
coc H{ impd1q
ω

piab1 pY
r0sq  H
	
{piab1 pY
r0sq
pr2Ñ pˆiab1 pΓ, T q.
Therefore the restriction of coc to kerpd2q, which by definition coincides with the
restriction of β to kerpd2q, induces a well-defined and surjective map
β|  coc| : kerpd2q

piab1 pY
r0sq XH
	
{ impd1q.
Because T is a maximal subtree of Γ, we have ker d2  ker d2 by 1.1.5. And
β :
À
fPΓ2
Zˆ Ñ piab1 pY r0sq,°
f nf  f ÞÑ
°
f nf 
 
α
pfq
102  α
pfq
120   α
pfq
210  α
pfq
201   α
pfq
021  α
pfq
012

,
vanishes on the image of
d3 :
à
ZPΓ3
ZˆÑ
à
fPΓ2
Zˆ
by defniniton of the αpfqijk and alternating signs. Therefore we also get a surjection
H2pΓ, Aq  kerpd2q{ impd3q
β|
 H0ppiab1 pY rsq, Aq,
which finishes the proof.
1.3 Chow groups
Here we will recapitulate the definition and handling of the Chow groups of a
variety. The aim of class field theory over finite fields is to compute the abelianized
fundamental group out of the Chow group of zero-cycles of a variety over a finite
field via the reciprocity map, which will be done in the next section.
Definition 1.3.1 (Chow groups). Let X be a noetherian scheme. For every integer
j ¥ we put
Xj :
!
x P X | dimptxuq  j
)
as the set of j-dimensional points of X. Furthermore, we define the Chow groups
to be
CHjpXq : coker
 à
yPXj 1
κpyq ÝÑ
à
xPXj
Z

.
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Note that the maps are given by
fy ÞÑ
#
0, for x R tyu,
ordO
tyu,x
pfyq, for x P tyu.
Therefore they are well-defined homomorphisms, since dimOtyu,x  1 in the last
case.
Lemma 1.3.2 (Mayer-Vietoris sequence). Let X be a scheme of finite type over a
field k. If X1, X2 ãÑ X are closed subschemes with X  X1 Y X2, then for every
integer l ¥ 0 there is an exact sequence:
CHlpX1 XX2q
p, q // CHlpX1q ` CHlpX2q
i1 i2// CHlpXq // 0
Proof. See [Ful98] Example 1.3.1 and 1.8.1.
Lemma 1.3.3. Let X 
r
s1Xs be a scheme of finite type over a field k with
closed subschemes is : Xs ãÑ X. Then for every l ¥ 0 there is an exact sequence
À
1¤t j¤r CHlpXt XXjq
p, q //
Àr
s1 CHlpXsq
°
s is // CHlpXq // 0 .
The signs of the left map for t   j are given by
CHlpXt XXjq
p, q
ÝÑ CHlpXtq ` CHlpXjq,
i.e. the sequence
CHlpX
r1sq
d1 // CHlpX
r0sq
d0 // CHlpXq // 0
is exact with the notations of 1.1.1.
Proof. Consider
X 
r¤
s1
Xs 

r2¤
s1
Xs

Y pXr1 YXrq ,
and
Xt X pXr1 YXrq  pXt XXr1q Y pXt XXrq.
For brevity we will write
HpY q : CHlpY q and Xt,s : Xt XXs
and
HpX 1q :
r2à
s1
HpXsq and HpX2q :
à
t j¤r2
HpXt XXjq.
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By induction on r and successive applications of Mayer-Vietoris sequences 1.3.2,
we get a commutative diagramm of exact sequences:
HpX2q `
à
t r1
HpXt,r1 YXt,rq
p, q // HpX 1q ` HpXr1 YXrq
°
// // HpXq
HpX2q `
à
t r1
pHpXt,r1q ` HpXt,rqq
pid,
°
q
OOOO
p, q // HpX 1q ` HpXr1q ` HpXrq
°
77 77
pid,
°
q
OOOO
à
t s¤r
HpXt,sq
p, q
44
HpXr1,rq
p, q
OO
Therefore the dotted sequence is exact.
Lemma 1.3.4 (Localisation-/excision-sequence). Let X be scheme of finite type
over a field k and Z a closed subscheme and U  XzZ the complement. Let
i : Z ãÑ X and j : U ãÑ X be the inclusion maps. Then there is an exact sequence
CHlpZq
i // CHlpXq
j // CHlpUq // 0
for every integer l ¥ 0.
Proof. See [Ful98] Proposition 1.8.
Definition 1.3.5. Let X be a proper k-scheme. Then there is a well-defined degree-
map:
deg : CH0pXq Ñ Z,°
P nP  rP s ÞÑ
°
P nP  rκpP q : ks,
given by the push-forward-map of the structure morphism p : X Ñ Specpkq.
Theorem 1.3.6 (Bloch; Kato, Saito). Let X be a scheme of finite type over Z.
Then CH0pXq is a finitely generated abelian group.
If X is separated and connected, then there are two possibilities:
(i) If X is nonempty, proper and some prime number p is nilpotent on X, then
CH0pXq  Z` T , where T is a finite group.
(ii) If X does not satisfy (i) then CH0pXq is finite.
Proof. See [Blo81] Theorem 4.2 and [KS86] Theorem 6.1 or [Ras95] for a summary.
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1.4 The reciprocity map over finite fields
In this section we will state the main results of class field theory over finite fields.
Firstly, we recapitulate the definition of the reciprocity map of proper varieties over
finite fields. Secondly, we cite the deep theorems concerning the injectivity of the
reciprocity map for smooth and proper varieties over finite fields. And in the end
of this section we will be able to give a description of the kernel and cokernel of
the reciprocity map of proper simple normal crossing varieties over finite fields in
terms of the homology groups of their dual complex using the algebraic Seifert-van-
Kampen-theorem. We also invent a criterion for the injectivity of the reciprocity
map which does not relay on the homology of the dual complex.
Definition 1.4.1 (The reciprocity map). Let Y be a scheme of finite type over Z
and piab1 pY q 
À
Y 1Ppi0pY q
piab1 pY
1q the abelianized étale fundamental group of Y . Let
y P Y be a closed point. Then the residue field κpyq is a finite field. Therefore we can
considere the image of the Frobenius automorphism ϕy P Gκpyq  piab1 pSpecpκpyqq in
piab1 pY q via the push-forward of the natural map
iy : Specpκpyqq Ñ Y.
This mapping extends linearly to the group of zero-cycles of Y :
ρ1 : Z0pY q 
à
yPYp0q
Z  y Ñ piab1 pY q,°
y ny  y ÞÑ
°
y ny  piyqpϕyq.
ρ1 is called the reciprocity map of Y .
Theorem 1.4.2 (Lang). Let Y be a normal integral separated scheme of finite type
over Z. The Frobenius elements then generate a dense subgroup in the toplogical
group piab1 pY q, i.e. the reciprocity map of zero-cycles
ρ1 : Z0pY q Ñ pi
ab
1 pY q
has dense image.
Proof. The proof uses zeta-functions. See [Sza09] Theorem 5.8.16 and [Mil80] Sec-
tion VI.12.
Theorem 1.4.3. Let Y be a proper scheme over a finite field k. Then we have the
following statements:
1. The reciprocity map ρ1 factors through rational equivalence to give a map from
the Chow group of zero-cycles
ρ : CH0pY q Ñ pi
ab
1 pY q,
which is also called reciprocity map of Y .
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2. If Y is normal, then ρ has dense image.
3. If Y is connected and smooth over k, then the cokernel of ρ is isomorphic to
Zˆ{Z (given by the degree maps).
4. If Y is connected, smooth and projective over k, then ρ is injective.
Proof. See 1.4.2, [Blo81], [Lan56], [KS83] and [Ras95] §5 for a summary. Note for
3. that the assumption of geometrically connectedness can be weakend to connect-
edness by the Stein factorisation of Y Ñ Specpkq and 1.4.6, i.e. we can assume the
degree-maps to be surjective.
Remark 1.4.4. The projectivity assumption in the last point of 1.4.3 can be weak-
end to properness. One way to do so, is using Wiesend’s class field theory (cf.
[Wie06], [Wie07], [KS09], resp.) with the further assumption of a fibration over a
curve. Another proof was presented on the spring school in Mainz 2011 on "Higher
dimensional class field theory" by Tamás Szamuely, which we want to sketch:
Theorem 1.4.5. Let Y be a proper and smooth scheme over a finite field k. Then
the reciprocity map
ρ : CH0pY q Ñ pi
ab
1 pY q,
is injective and the cokernel of ρ is isomorphic to pZˆ{Zqpi0pY q, which is a uniquely
divisible group. Moreover, we have a commutative diagram of exact sequences
0 // A0pY q // _
 ρ0

CH0pY q
deg //
 _
ρ

Zpi0pY q _
incl

0 // pigeo1 pY q // pi
ab
1 pY q
deg // Zˆpi0pY q,
where the restriction of the reciprocity map ρ0 induces an isomorphism of finite
groups between the kernels of the degree maps A0pY q and pigeo1 pY q.
Proof presented by T. Szamuely. We only have to show that ρ is injective for a
connected such scheme. Let Zpiq : Zip_, qr2is be the motivic complex on the
Zariski site of Y defined in [Blo86]:
ZipU, qq : tW P ZipU ∆qq meeting all faces properly u,
where
∆q : Spec

krt0, . . . , tqs{p
¸
tj  1q
	
.
Let pi : Yét Ñ YZar be the canonical map between sites. For any prime ` we get
isomorphism by [SV00] and [GL01]:
piZpiq b Z{`n Ñ Z{`npiq
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and
Zpiq b Z{`n Ñ τ¤iRpiZ{`npiq
with a sophisticated truncation τ¤i and the étale sheaf
Z{`npiq :
"
µbi`n for `  charpkq,
WnΩ
i
Y,logris for `  charpkq,
where the last one is the logarithmic part of de Rham-Witt sheaves, cf. [Ill79]. The
exact triangle given by multiplication with `n:
Zpiq `
n
ÝÑ Zpiq ÝÑ Zpiq b Z{`n δÝÑ Zpiqr1s
induces the surjection
H2i1Zar pY,Zpiq b Z{`
nq `nH2iZarpY,Zpiqq  `n CHipY q
and the commutative diagram
H2i1Zar pY,Zpiq b Z{`nq // // `n CH
ipY q
cl

H2i1Zar pY, τ¤iRpiZ{`npiqq

H2i1Zar pY,RpiZ{`npiqq
H2i1ét pY,Z{`npiqq
Bst // H2iétpY,Z{`mpiqq,
where the vertical map on the right is the cycle class map and the bottom map is
the Bockstein map induced by the exact sequence
0 Ñ Z{`m Ñ Z{`n m Ñ Z{`n Ñ 0.
Putting i  d  dimY and taking the direct limit over all n on the left and the
inverse limit over all m on the right we get the commutative diagram
H2d1Zar pY,Zpdq bQ`{Z`q // // CH
dpY qr`s
cl

H2d1Zar pY, τ¤dRpiQ`{Z`pdqq

H2d1Zar pY,RpiQ`{Z`pdqq
H2d1ét pY,Q`{Z`pdqq
Bst // H2dét pY,Z`pdqq,
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The lower map is injective because it sits in the exact sequence
H2d1ét pY,Q`pdqq Ñ H2d1ét pY,Q`{Z`pdqq Ñ H2dét pY,Z`pdqq,
where the first group vanishes by weight arguments.
We now study the kernel of the left vertical map. By the affine Lefschetz theorem
we have that HaZarpU,RpiQ`{Z`pdqq  HaétpU,Q`{Z`pdqq vanishes for all U  Y affine
together with a ¡ d  1. Therefore
RapiQ`{Z`pdq  0 for a ¡ d  1.
So, if d ¡ 2 then a : 2d 1 ¡ d  1 and the line above holds.
For d ¤ 2 considere the exact triangle
τ¤dRpiQ`{Z`pdqq ÝÑ RpiQ`{Z`pdqq ÝÑ Rd 1piQ`{Z`pdqqrd  1s
r 1s
ÝÑ
leading to the exact sequence extending the left vertical map of the diagram:
Hd3Zar pY,R
d 1piQ`{Z`pdqqq ÝÑ H2d1Zar pY, τ¤dRpiQ`{Z`pdqq ÝÑ H
2d1
ét pY,Q`{Z`pdqq.
Now, the first group can be identified with the third homology group of the Kato
complex, which vanishes by a dimension argument for d ¤ 2.
Therefore, in all cases we see, that the class map is an injection
CHdpY qr`s ãÑ H2dpY,Z`pdqq
and by Poincaré duality [Mil80] VI.11.1 for `  charpkq) and [JSS09], [Mos99],
[Mil86], resp., for `  charpkq, this map can identified with the reciprocity map
CH0pY qr`s Ñ pi
ab
1 pY qp`q.
So we get the desired results.
Lemma 1.4.6. 1. Let f : Y Ñ Specpkq be a normal scheme which is separated,
of finite type and geometrically connected over a finite field k. The degree
map
deg : Z0pY q Ñ Z,°
yPY0
ay  y ÞÑ
°
yPY0
ay  rκpyq : ks
is then surjective.
2. Let Y 

vPI Yv be a connected scheme which is proper over a finite field k
such that Yv are closed normal connected subschemes of Y . Let kv : OYvpYvq.
The image of the degree map CH0pY q Ñ CH0pkq  Z is then given by
im deg  gcd
vPI
prkv : ksq  Z.
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Proof. 1. Consider the commutative diagram
Z0pY q
deg

ρ1 // piab1 pY q
f

Z   // Gk,
where Gk  Zˆ and f is surjective by [Sza09] Prop. 5.5.4 because Y is
geometrically connected. Now let n be the natural number given by nZ 
im deg. By 1.4.2 ρ1 has dense image and therefore f  ρ1, too. But nZ is only
dense in Zˆ if and only if n  1.
2. By the Stein factorisation every Yv is geometrically connected over the finite
field kv. Now consider the commutative diagramÀ
vPI CH0pYvq
// //
`v degv
CH0pY q
deg
À
vPI CH0pkvq
// CH0pkq,
where `v degv is surjective by the first point and the bottom map is compo-
nentwise on Z given by multiplying with the degrees rkv : ks and summing
up. So the image of deg equals the image of the bottom map, which is
gcdvPIprkv : ksq  Z.
Proposition 1.4.7. Let Y 

vPI Yv be a proper scheme over a finite field k
with closed and connected subschemes Yv ãÑ Y which are smooth over k such that
Yv0 Y Yv1 are also smooth over k for all v0, v1 P I. Let n be an arbitrary integer
and consider the complex
piab1 pY
rsq{n : ... // piab1 pY
r1sq{n
d1 // piab1 pY
r0sq{n
d0 // piab1 pY q{n
with dk :
°k
j0p1q
jpδkj q. Then the kernel and the cokernel of the reciprocity map
modulo n
ρn : CH0pY q{nÑ pi
ab
1 pY q{n
are given by the homology groups of piab1 pY rsq{n:
ker ρn  H0ppi
ab
1 pY
rsq{nq,
coker ρn  H1ppi
ab
1 pY
rsq{nq.
Furthermore, we have an exact sequence of finite abelian groups:
H2pΓ,Z{nq // CH0pY q{n // piab1 pY q{n // H1pΓ,Z{nq // 0,
where Γ is the dual complex to pY, pYiqiPI , pI, qq.
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Proof. We have a commutative diagramm of complexes
CH0pY
r1sq{n
d11 //
ρ1no

CH0pY
r0sq{n
d10 //
ρ0no

CH0pY q{n //
ρn

0
piab1 pY
r1sq{n
d1 // piab1 pY
r0sq{n
d0 // piab1 pY q{n
where the first row is exact by 1.3.3 and the two first vertical maps are isomorphisms
by 1.4.5, since Y r0s and Y r1s are smooth and proper by assumption and pZˆ{Zqpi0pY rksq
is divisible. By the isomorphisms ρ0n and ρ1n we have cokerpd1q  CH0pY q{n and
d0 : cokerpd1q Ñ pi
ab
1 pY q{n
coincide with ρn. Therefore we get
kerpρnq  kerpd0q  H0ppi
ab
1 pY
rsq{nq
and
cokerpρnq  cokerpd0q  H1ppi
ab
1 pY
rsq{nq.
And the statement now follows from the abelianized Seifert-Van-Kampen theorem
1.2.3 with A  Z{n:
H0ppi
ab
1 pY
rsq{nq  H1pΓ,Z{nq
H1ppi
ab
1 pY
rsq{nq  H2pΓ,Z{nq.
Remark 1.4.8. 1. The proof of 1.4.7 and 1.2.3 show that we have
ker ρn  im

β| : ker d2 Ñ
 
piab1 pY
r0sq{n

{ im d1
	
.
2. Therefore a non-vanishing of β| results in a non-trivial kernel of the reciprocity
map modulo n.
3. If we could choose the geometric points of 1.2.1 such that the paths γt,t1 gen-
erate trivial αpfqijk for all parameters, then we get a vanishing β| and therefore
a trivial kernel of the reciprocity map modulo n for every integer n.
Notation 1.4.9. For an abelian group A and a set of primes L let NpLq be the
monoid of all natural numbers which have prime divisiors only in L. We define AL
to be the L-completion
AL : lim
ÐÝ
nPNpLq
A{n,
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and Aˆ to be
Aˆ : lim
ÐÝ
nPN
A{n
the Zˆ-completion.
Theorem 1.4.10 (The reciprocity map and its L-completion). Let L be a set of
prime numbers and let Y 

vPI Yv be a proper scheme over a finite field k with a
finite number of closed and connected subschemes Yv ãÑ Y which are smooth over
k such that Yv0 Y Yv1 are also smooth over k for all v0, v1 P I. Let Γ be the dual
complex to pY, pYiqiPI , pI, qq. Consider the complex
piab1 pY
rsqL : ...
d2 // piab1 pY
r1sqL
d1 // piab1 pY
r0sqL
d0 // piab1 pY qL
with dk :
°k
j0p1q
jpδkj q and the reciprocity maps
ρ : CH0pY q Ñ pi
ab
1 pY q,
ρ0 : A0pY q Ñ pi
geo
1 pY q,
ρL : CH0pY qL Ñ pi
ab
1 pY qL,
ρˆ : ˆCH0pY q Ñ
ˆpiab1 pY q  pi
ab
1 pY q,
where A0pY q and pigeo1 pY q are the kernels of the corresponding degree maps.
1. Then the kernel of ρL is a finite abelian group and a factorgroup of H2pΓ,ZLq
and is given by:
ker ρL  H0ppi
ab
1 pY
rsqLq.
The cokernel of ρL is given by:
coker ρL  H1ppi
ab
1 pY
rsqLq  H1pΓ,ZLq.
Therefore, we have an exact sequence of finitely generated ZL-modules:
H2pΓ,ZLq // CH0pY qL
ρL // piab1 pY qL // H1pΓ,ZLq // 0.
2. For every set of primes L with #A0pY q P NpLq we have:
ker ρL  ker ρ0  ker ρ  ker ρˆ  H0ppi
ab
1 pY
rsqq.
3. The cokernels of ρ and ρˆ are given by:
coker ρˆ  H1ppi
ab
1 pY
rsqq  H1pΓ, Zˆq,
coker ρ  pZˆ{Zqpi0pY q ` H1pΓ, Zˆq.
Therefore, we have an exact sequence of abelian groups:
H2pΓ, Zˆq // CH0pY q
ρ // piab1 pY q // pZˆ{Zqpi0pY q ` H1pΓ, Zˆq // 0,
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Proof. For the L-completion we have the analogue results from 1.4.7 by taking the
inverse limit with the additional information that for a finitely generated abelian
group A we have AL  AbZ ZL, so that the universal coefficent theorem
0 // HipΓ,Zq bZ ZL // HipΓ,ZLq // TorZ1 pHi1pΓ,Zq,ZLq // 0,
gives that HipΓ,ZLq  HipΓ,ZqL, because ZL is torsionfree and therefore we get
TorZ1 pHi1pΓ,Zq,ZLq  0. ker ρL is finite because it lies in the kernel of the de-
gree map (see diagram below), which is finite by 1.3.6. With 1.4.6 we have the
commuative and exact diagramm
0 // ker ρ0 _

 // ker ρ _

// 0

Zpi0pY q _
incl

0 // A0pY q //
ρ0

CH0pY q
deg //
ρ

im deg _

//
' 
44
0 Zˆpi0pY q
0 // pigeo1 pY q

// piab1 pY q

deg1 // im deg1 //
' 
44

0
0 // coker ρ0 // coker ρ //
À
WPpi0pY q
Zˆ{mWZ // 0,
where mW : gcdYvW prkv : kW sq and kv : OYvpYvq and kW : OW pW q.
Taking the Zˆ-completion of this diagram, we see that the two middle horizontal
lines stay exact and that ker ρ0  ker ρˆ. Note that A0pY q and pigeo1 pY q are profinite
groups and do not change under Zˆ-completion, i.e. we have ρˆ0  ρ0. Comparing
with the original bottom line sequence we get a commutative diagram of exact
sequences
0

// ker f _

// ker g _

//
 _

0
0 // coker ρ0 // coker ρ
f

//
À
WPpi0pY q
Zˆ{mWZ //
g

0
0 // coker ρ0 // coker ρˆ //
À
WPpi0pY q
Zˆ{mW Zˆ // 0,
from which follows that f is surjective, ker f  ker g  pZˆ{Zqpi0pY q, which is a
divisible group. We therefore get an isomorphism
coker ρ  pZˆ{Zqpi0pY q ` coker ρˆ.
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Now let m P NpLq be an integer with m  A0pY q  0 and m  pigeo1 pY qL-tors  0,
which exists by assumption and since pigeo1 pY q is finitely generated abelian pro-finite
group. ρ0 then factors as
ρ0 : A0pY q ÝÑ pi
geo
1 pY qL-tors ãÑ pi
geo
1 pY q.
Since pigeo1 pY q{pi
geo
1 pY qL-tors is L-torsionfree and m P NpLq we get an injection
pigeo1 pY qL-tors{m ãÑ pi
geo
1 pY q{m,
and therefore a factorisation modulo m:
ρ0,m : A0pY q{m ÝÑ pi
geo
1 pY qL-tors{m ãÑ pi
geo
1 pY q{m.
Because A0pY q{m  A0pY q and pigeo1 pY qL-tors{m  pi
geo
1 pY qL-tors we have
ker ρ0,m  ker ρ0  ker ρ.
Now taking the limit over NpLq shows
ker ρL  ker ρ0  ker ρ
for such sets L and also for the set of all prime numbers, which gives the results for
ρˆ.
Corollary 1.4.11. Let the setting be like in 1.4.10. Furthermore, assume that all
components of Y , Y r1s and Y r0s are geometrically connected over k and Y r0s consists
in a way of "geometrically simply connected" components, i.e.
pigeo1 pY
r0sq : ker
 
piab1 pY
r0sq
deg
ÝÑ G
pi0pY r0sq
k  Zˆ
pi0pY r0sq

vanishes. (Note, that this assumption by 1.4.5 and 1.3.6 is equivalent to say that
CH0pY
r0sq is torsion-free.) The kernel of the reciprocity map then vanishes and also
modulo n for every integer n.
Proof. We have a commutative diagram of complexes:
pigeo1 pY
r1sq // _

pigeo1 pY
r0sq // _

pigeo1 pY q _

piab1 pY
r1sq //
deg

piab1 pY
r0sq //
deg

piab1 pY q
deg

G
pi0pY r1sq
k
α // G
pi0pY r0sq
k
// G
pi0pY q
k .
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By the assumption of geometrical connectedness the degree maps are surjective.
Therefore we have a short exact sequence of complexes:
0 // pigeo1 pY
rsq // piab1 pY
rsq // G
pi0pY rsq
k
// 0.
And because Gk  Zˆ is torsionfree, we get short exact sequences of complexes for
every integer n:
0 // pigeo1 pY
rsq{n // piab1 pY
rsq{n // pZ{nqpi0pY rsq // 0.
From the long exact sequence follows the exact sequence:
H0ppi
geo
1 pY
rsq{nq // H0ppi
ab
1 pY
rsq{nq // H0ppZ{nqpi0pY
rsqq,
where the first term vanishes by assumption. For the last term we mention that we
have
cokerα  H0pΓ, Zˆq  Zˆpi0pΓq

Ñ Zˆpi0pY q
by 1.1.6. The isomorphism above also holds with Z{n-coefficients. Therefore we
have H0ppZ{nqpi0pY
rsqq  0. So H0ppiab1 pY rsq{nq vanishes. By 1.4.7 the last term is
isomorphic to ker ρn. So the claim follows. The same way shows that ker ρ  0.
1.5 Examples
Here we will give examples of varieties over finite fields, for which we are able to
compute the kernel of the reciprocity map explicitly. We will see that by knowing
the kernel of the reciprocity map, we can not make easy conclusions to the second
homology group of the dual complex, e.g. about vanishing or the size of its torsion
parts.
Example 1.5.1. Let k be a finite field and Y  V pT0  T1  T2  T3q  P3k 
ProjpkrT0, . . . , T3sq be the surface of the projective tetrahedron. The reciprocity map
ρ : CH0pY q Ñ pi
ab
1 pY q
then has trivial kernel and also the reciprocity maps modulo n for every integer n.
But we have
H2pΓY ,Z{nq  Z{n.
So H2pΓY ,Z{nq surjects onto ker ρn, but i.g. does not inject into CH0pY q{n.
Proof. The calculation of H2pΓY ,Z{nq is clear. The rest follows from 1.4.11 and
the fact that pi1pPmk , xiq  Gk, i.e. Pmk is "geometrically simply connected". Note
that every intersection of the irreducible components is isomorphic to a Pmk .
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Remark 1.5.2. This example can be generalized by the following:
Lemma 1.5.3. Let k be a field and let i : W ãÑ Z be a closed immersion between
proper smooth geometrically connected k-varieties such that d : dimZ ¥ 3, the
complement U  ZzW is affine and further assume one of the following properties:
• The natural map pi1pZ, zq Ñ Gk has a section for a geometric point z on Z
(which is the case if Z has a k-rational point).
• The cohomology groups H2pGk,Q{Zq vanish.
Then the push-forward map i : piab1 pW q Ñ piab1 pZq is an isomorphism.
Proof. For a separably closed field k this is due to [Sat05]. The proof there uses
Poincaré duality [Mil80] VI.11.1, the affine Lefschetz theorem [Mil80] VI.7.2 and
the assumption dim ¥ 3 to show that HicpU,Q{Zqr`s vanishes for i  1, 2 and
`  p  charpkq. For `  p one needs duality results from [JSS09] Thm. 1.6, 1.7,
cf. [Mos99], [Mil86] §1, and the corresponding vanishing results from [Suw95] 2.1
for the cohomology of the logarithmic part of de Rham-Witt sheaves, cf. [Ill79].
For an arbitrary field k, one base changes with an separable closure k of k and
uses the homotopy exact sequence from [Gro71] IX Thm. 6.1 to get a commutative
diagram of exact sequences:
0 // pi1pW q //

pi1pW q //

Gk // 0
0 // pi1pZq // pi1pZq // Gk //
rr
0,
suppressing the geometric points. This induces a commutative diagram of exact
sequences:
piab1 pW qGk
//
o

piab1 pW q //

Gabk
// 0
0 // piab1 pZqGk
// piab1 pZq // G
ab
k
//
qq
0,
where the injectivity on the left bottom is induced by the section given by assump-
tion or via the Pontyagin dual of the Hochschild-Serre 4-term sequence
0 // H1pGk,Q{Zq // H1pZ,Q{Zq // H1pZ,Q{ZqGk // H2pGk,Q{Zq  0.
With the previous result over separably closed fields and the snake lemma one gets
the claim.
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Example 1.5.4. Let k be a finite field and Pd 1k be the projective space. Let
f1, . . . , fn be homogeneous irreducible polynomials defining smooth and geometrically
connected hypersurfaces in Pd 1k , such that V pfiq and V pfjq intersect smoothly and
every connected component of V pfi, fjq is geometrically connected (e.g. contains a
k-rational point), then the reciprocity map ρY is injective for Y : V pf1    fnq ãÑ
Pd 1k .
Proof. If d   2, then Y is a union of points or curves, so that H2pΓY q  0. For
d ¥ 2 we use 1.5.3 together with piab1 pPd 1k q  Gabk and refer to 1.4.11.
Definition 1.5.5 (Simple normal crossing varieties). Let k be a field and Y a
equidimensional and separated scheme of finite type over k. Y is called normal
crossing variety over k, if Y is everywhere étale locally isomorphic to
Spec
 
krT0, . . . , Tds{pT0T1   Trq

,
with d  dimY and some 0 ¤ r ¤ d.
A normal crossing variety Y is called simple if any irreducible component of Y is
smooth over k.
Remark 1.5.6. Simple normal crossing varieties which are proper over a finite field
k clearly fulfill 1.4.7 and 1.4.10. For this kind of varieties the results was shown in
[JS03] using homology theories and where the Yi are the irreducible components of
Y . We will repeat this approach in the next chapter.
Example 1.5.7 (cf. [MSA99] Example 4.1, [Sug09] Example 3.2). Let k be a
finite field and n ¡ 1 an integer such that gcdpn, 6  charpkqq  1 and k contains
a primitive n-th root of unity ζ. Let P3k  ProjpkrT0, T1, T2, T3sq be the projektive
space and
V : V pT
n
0   T
n
1   T
n
2   T
n
3 q ãÑ P3k
a Fermat surface and consider the free action on V given by
τ : pT0 : T1 : T2 : T3q ÞÑ pT0 : ζT1 : ζ
2T2 : ζ
3T3q.
Then X : V { 〈τ〉 is a smooth and projective surface. Let
L  V pT0   T1, T2   T3q and L1  V pT0   T1, T2   ζT3q
be two lines on V and C, C 1 be the images in X. D : C Y C 1 is then a simple
normal crossing divisor on X and C and C 1 meet in two k-rational points. We put
Y : pX k Oq Y pX k 8q Y pD k P1kq  X k P1k,
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where O  p0 : 1q and 8  p1 : 0q are rational points on P1k. Y is then a simple
normal crossing surface in X k P1k which is projective and geometrically connected
over k and the reciprocity map
ρY : CH0pY q Ñ pi
ab
1 pY q
has kernel kerpρY q  Z{n. Moreover, we have kerpρYbF q  Z{n for every finite
field extension F |k.
Now let C X C 1  tc1, c2u and let ΓY be the dual complex to Y associated to a
numbering of the irreducible components. We then have:
H0pΓY ,Zq  Z,
H1pΓY ,Zq  0,
H2pΓY ,Zq  Z,
and therefore for every integer m:
H0pΓY ,Z{mq  Z{m,
H1pΓY ,Z{mq  0,
H2pΓY ,Z{mq  Z{m.
Proof. For the first statements see [Sug09] Example 3.2. For the homology groups
we mention the following:
Y , Y r0s resp., has 4 irreducible components:
Y1  X k O,
Y2  C k P1k,
Y3  C
1 k P1k,
Y4  X k 8.
There are 6 connected components in Y r1s:
Y12  Y1 X Y2  C k O,
Y13  Y1 X Y3  C
1 k O,
Y 123 in Y2 X Y3 : c1 k P1k,
Y 223 in Y2 X Y3 : c2 k P1k,
Y24  Y2 X Y4  C k 8,
Y34  Y3 X Y4  C
1 k 8.
And there are 4 connected components in Y r2s:
Y 1123 in Y1 X Y2 X Y3 : c1 k O,
Y 2123 in Y1 X Y2 X Y3 : c2 k O,
Y 1234 in Y2 X Y3 X Y4 : c1 k 8,
Y 2234 in Y2 X Y3 X Y4 : c2 k 8.
We therefore can compute the homology groups HipΓY ,Zq:
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H0: We have:
H0pΓY ,Zq  Zpi0pY
r0sq{ impd1q.
And d1 : Zpi0pY
r1sq Ñ Zpi0pY r0sq is given by the matrix

Y12 Y13 Y 123 Y
2
23 Y24 Y34
Y1 1 1 0 0 0 0
Y2 1 0 1 1 1 0
Y3 0 1 1 1 0 1
Y4 0 0 0 0 1 1
  


And this matrix has rank 3 given by the marked () columns. Adjoining the
element given by the column p0, 0, 1, 0q we get a basis of Zpi0pY r0sq. Therefore
H0pΓY ,Zq is torsionfree of rank 4 3  1 and we have
H0pΓY ,Zq  0.
The kernel of d1 then has rank 6 3  3.
H1: By definition we have:
H1pΓY ,Zq  kerpd1q{ impd2q.
And d2 : Zpi0pY
r2sq Ñ Zpi0pY r1sq is given by the first matrix:

Y 1123 Y
1
234 Y
2
123 Y
2
234
Y12 1 0 1 0
Y13 1 0 1 0
Y 123 1 1 0 0
Y 223 0 0 1 1
Y24 0 1 0 1
Y34 0 1 0 1
  




1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 1
0 0 0


The difference between the two columns in one block are always the same.
But the marked (*) columns are linearly independent. Therefore the matrix
has rank 3. Adjoining the three elements given by the columns of the second
matrix we get a basis of Zpi0pY r1sq. So H1pΓY ,Zq is torsionfree of rank 33  0
and we have
H1pΓY ,Zq  0.
The kernel of d2 has rank 4  3  1 and is generated by the element Y 1123 
Y 1234  Y
2
123   Y
2
234.
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H2: Because we are only working with surfaces we have
H2pΓY ,Zq  kerpd2q  Z.
The homology groups with coefficients in Z{m can be computed by the homology
groups with coefficients in Z by the universal coefficient theorem observing that all
HipΓY ,Zq are torsionfree.
Remark 1.5.8. 1.5.7 shows that the groups H2pΓY ,Zq and H2pΓY , Zˆq are torsion-
free, but the reciprocity map and the reciprocity map modulo n has kernel Z{n.
Therefore the kernel is not given by the torsion part of H2pΓY ,Zq or H2pΓY , Zˆq.
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Homology theories are the main tool in this thesis to describe class field theory
in a functorial way. With this method one is able to relate class field theory of a
variety over local fields with class field theory over finite fields, which will be done
in the next chapter. Therefore we will recapitulate the definitions and results from
[JS03]. The main goal of this chapter is to understand the niveau spectral sequence
associated to the étale homology theory of a scheme X over a henselian discrete
valuation ring with finite residue field which will relate the two fibres of X to each
other.
2.1 Homology theories and their niveau spectral
sequence
Here we will give the definition and properties of homology theories of Borel-Moore
type following [JS03]. The main point is that for such a homology theory there
always exists a niveau spectral sequence.
Definition 2.1.1. Let C be category of noetherian schemes such that for any object
X in C, every closed immersion Y ãÑ X and every open immersion U ãÑ X is
a morphism in C. Let C be the category with the same objects as C, but where
morphisms are just the proper maps in C.
1. A homology theory on C is a sequence of covariant functors
Hap_q : C Ñ Ab
from C to the category of abelian groups with a P Z satisfying the following
conditions:
a) For each open immersion j : V ãÑ X in C, there is a map
j : HapXq Ñ HapV q,
associated to j in a (contravariant) functorial way.
b) If i : Y ãÑ X is a closed immersion in C, with open complement j : V ãÑ
X, there is long exaxt sequence (called localisation or excision sequence)
. . .
δ // HapY q
i // HapXq
j // HapV q
δ // Ha1pY q // . . .
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with connecting morphisms δ and which is functorial with respect to
proper maps and open immersions, in an obvious way.
2. A morphism of homology theories H and H1 is a morphism φ : H Ñ H1 of
functors on C which is compatible with the properties above.
Example 2.1.2 (Étale homology theory). Let S be a noetherian scheme and let
C  SchsftpSq be category of schemes which are separated and of finite type over
S. Let Λ be a bounded complex of étale sheaves on S. Then one gets the étale
homology theory over S with values in Λ by putting
HΛa pT q : HapT |S; Λq : H
apTét, Rf
!Λq
for a scheme f : T Ñ S in C. Here Rf ! is the right adjoint of Rf! (see [AGV73]
XVIII 3.1.4).
Proof. For the functorialities see [JS03] example 2.2.
Lemma 2.1.3 (Mayer-Vietoris sequence). Let H be a homology theory like in 2.1.1
and let X  X1 YX2 be the union of two closed subschemes iµ : Xµ ãÑ X, and let
kµ : X1 XX2 ãÑ Xµ be the closed immersions of the scheme-theoretic intersection.
Then there is a long exact Mayer-Vietoris sequence:
  
δ
Ñ HapX1XX2q
pk1,k2qÝÑ HapX1q`HapX2q
i1 i2ÝÑ HapXq
δ
Ñ Ha1pX1XX2q Ñ . . .
which is functorial with respect to proper maps, excision sequences and morphisms
of homology theories, in the natural way.
Proof. The exact sequence is induced from the commutative diagram of excision
sequences by diagram chasing:
  HapX1 XX2q
k1 //
k2

HapX1q //
i1

HapX1zpX1 XX2qq
δ // Ha1pX1 XX2q   

  HapX2q
i2 // HapXq // HapXzX2q
δ // Ha1pX2q   
And functorialities are clear from the functoriality of this diagram.
Lemma 2.1.4. Let H be a homology theory like in 2.1.1 and let Y, Z  X be closed
subschemes with open complements U, V  X. Then we get an infinite diagram of
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localisation sequences
pq
...
δ

...
δ

...
δ

pq
...
δ

   δ // HapY X Zq //

HapZq //

HapU X Zq
δ //

Ha1pY X Zq //

. . .
   δ // HapY q //

HapXq //

HapUq
δ //

Ha1pY q //

. . .
  
pq
δ // HapY X V q //
δ

HapV q //
δ

HapU X V q
δ //
δ

pq
Ha1pY X V q //
δ

. . .
   δ // Ha1pY X Zq //

Ha1pZq //

Ha1pU X Zq
δ //

Ha2pY X Zq //

. . .
...
...
...
...
which commutes, except for the squares marked pq, which anticommute.
Proof. We only have to show the anticommutativity of the squares marked. The rest
follows from the functoriality in 2.1.1. Since pY YZqzpY XZq  pY zZq
²
pZzY q 
pY X V q
²
pU X Zq, from 2.1.3 we have an isomorphism
Ha1ppY Y ZqzpY X Zqq  Ha1pY Y V q ` Ha1pU Y Zq.
With XzpY YZq  U X V we get a commuative diagram of localisation sequences:
  HapXzpY Y Zqq
δ // Ha1pY Y Zq //

Ha1pXq   

  HapU X V q
0 ++
33
pδ,δq // Ha1pU X Zq ` Ha1pY X V q //
δ δ

Ha1pXzpY X Zqq   
Ha2pY X Zq.
Therefore pδ δqpδ, δq factors throught Ha1pY YZq and we get pδ δqpδ, δq  0,
hence the claim.
Corollary 2.1.5. Let H be a homology theory on a category C of schemes over X
and W ãÑ X be an immersion. Then the groups
HpW qa pT q : HapT X W q
again define a homology theory on C. Furthermore, let i : Y ãÑ X be a closed
immersion with open complement j : U ãÑ X, then:
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1. i defines a morphism of homology theories i : HpY q Ñ H on C,
2. j defines a morphism of homology theories j : H Ñ HpUq on C,
3. the maps δ : HapT X Uq Ñ Ha1pT X Y q define a morphism of homology
theories ∆ : HpUq Ñ HpY qr1s on C, where the term rN s means that the ho-
mology theory is shifted by N and all connecting morphisms δpY q are multiplied
by p1qN , i.e. p1q in that case.
Proof. The statements follow from 2.1.1 and 2.1.4.
Theorem 2.1.6 (Niveau spectral sequence). Let H be a homology theory on C.
Then we have:
1. For every object X in C there is a spectral sequence of homological type, called
niveau spectral sequence:
E1r,qpXq 
à
xPXr
Hr qpxq ùñ Hr qpXq.
Here Xr  tx P X | dim txu  ru and
Hapxq  lim
ÝÑ
xPVtxu
HapV q
for x P X, where the direct limit is taken over all open non-empty subschemes
V  txu and all (descending) inclusion maps.
2. The niveau spectral sequence is covariant with respect to proper maps in C
and contraviant with respect to open immersions.
3. Every morphism φ : H Ñ H1 between homology theories on C induces a mor-
phism between the associated niveau spectral sequences.
Construction. The construction is analogue to [BO74] §3:
• For every scheme T in C define
ZrpT q : t Z  T closed subset | dimZ ¤ r u,
Zr,r1pT q : t pZ,Z 1q P ZrpT q  Zr1pT q | Z  Z 1 u,
ordered by inclusion, i.e.:
Z ¥ W :ðñ Z  W,
pZ,Z 1q ¥ pW,W 1q :ðñ Z  W and Z 1  W 1.
These make ZrpT q and Zr,r1pT q into directed sets. An upper bound for two
elements is given by the union and the pair of the unions, respectively.
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• For pW,W 1q ¤ pZ,Z 1q in Zr,r1pT q we get a closed immersion ι and an open
immersion ν:
W zW 1
ι
ãÑ ZzW 1
ν
Ðâ ZzZ 1.
So there are maps
νι : HapW zW
1q
ιÑ HapZzW
1q
ν
Ñ HapZzZ
1q,
λ : HapZ
1q
λÑ HapZq,
where λ denotes the closed immersion λ : Z 1 ãÑ Z. Therefore we can define:
HapZrpT qq : lim
ÝÑ
ZPZrpT q
HapZq,
HapZr,r1pT qq : lim
ÝÑ
pZ,Z1qPZr,r1pT q
HapZzZ
1q,
where the direct limit is taken along the (ascending) ordering and the transi-
tion maps given by λ and νι, respectively, from above.
• For every pW,W 1q ¤ pZ,Z 1q in Zr,r1pT q there is a commutative diagram of
long exact excision sequences:
   // HapW
1q
i // HapW q
j //
ι

HapW zW
1q δ //
ι

Ha1pW
1q //   
p   // HapW
1q
i //
ν

HapZq
j // HapZzW
1q δ //
ν

Ha1pW
1q
ν

//    q
   // HapZ
1q
i // HapZq
j // HapZzZ
1q δ // Ha1pZ
1q //    .
Taking the direct limit over Zr,r1pT q gives a long exact sequence:
  HapZr1pT qq i // HapZrpT qq j

// HapZr,r1pT qq δ // Ha1pZr1pT qq    ,
which is functorial with respect to open immersions and proper maps, in the
natural way.
• Summing all these sequences up, we get doubly graded groups
D :
à
r,q
Dr,q :
à
r,q
Hr qpZrpT qq,
E :
à
r,q
Er,q :
à
r,q
Hr qpZr,r1pT qq,
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and an exact triangle
E
δ

D
i
// D,
j
YY
where i, j, δ are homogeneous maps of degrees p1,1q, p0, 0q and p1, 0q.
So pE,Dq form an exact B-couple, from which we get the associated spectral
sequence (see [Hu59] Ch. VIII §4+5 or [Wei95] Prp. 5.9.3):
E1r,q  Hr qpZr,r1pT qq ùñ Hr qpT q.
• Note that HapZrpT qq  0 for all r   0 and that HapZrpT qq  HapT q for all
r ¥ d : dimT .
• Also note that HapZr,r1pT qq  0 for all r   0 and all r ¡ dimT .
• And for all 0 ¤ r ¤ dimT we have canonical isomorphisms
HapZr,r1pT qq 
à
xPTr
Hapxq,
which comes from the fact that every w P HapZr,r1pT qq can be represented
by an w˜ P HapW zW 1q with W 

xiPTr
txiu and W 1 

i,jptxiu X txjuq, so
that W zW 1 is a disjoint union of non-empty open subsets of the txiu, and
that every element w in
À
xPTr
Hapxq can be represented by finitely many
wi P HapViq with Vi  txiuzZi, so that W 

xi
txiu and W 1 

i Zi are the
required closed subsets of T .
• The E1-differentials d : E1r,q Ñ E1r1,q are given by the composites
d : Hr qpZr,r1pT qq δÑ Hr q1pZr1pT qq j

Ñ Hr q1pZr1,r2pT qq.
• The edge isomorphisms
E8r,q : impj
q{j
 
kerpi8 q

 FrEr q{Fr1Er q
with Ea : HapT q are induced by
E1r,q  Hr qpZr,r1pT qq j

ÐÝ Hr qpZrpT qq i
8
ÝÑ Hr qpZ8pT qq  Hr qpT q,
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where the (ascending) filtration on the limit terms are given by
FrHapT q  im
 
HapZrpT qq i
8
ÝÑ HapZ8pT qq  HapT q

.
Equivalently, FrHapT q is the subgroups of HapT q generated by all images f :
HapW q Ñ HapXq where f : W Ñ X is a proper map in C with dim fpW q ¤ r.
Also note, that FrHapT q  0 for r   0 and FrHapT q  HapT q for r ¥ d 
dimT .
• The functoriality of the niveau spectral sequence comes from that of H.
2.2 Homology theories over fields
Here we will give some functoriality properties of the niveau spectral sequence for
varieties over fields concerning the first and second page of it.
Proposition 2.2.1. Let k be a field and S  Specpkq. Let X be separated and of
finite type over k, and H be a homology theory on SubpXq. If i : W ãÑ X is a
closed subscheme and j : U ãÑ X the open complement, then the following hold:
1. For all integers q, there is an exact sequence of complexes:
0 // E1,qpW q
i // E1,qpXq
j // E1,qpUq // 0,
which is functorial with respect to proper maps and open immersions, in the
natural way.
2. The connecting morphisms δ : HappZzZ 1q X Uq Ñ HappZzZ 1q X W q, for
pZ,Z 1q P Zr,r1pXq induce a morphism of spectral sequences
δ : E1r,qpUq
pq Ñ E1r1,qpW q,
which is functorial with respect to open and closed immersions, in the nat-
ural way. The supscribt pq means, that all differentials (but not the edge
isomorphisms E8r,q  FrHr q{Fr1Hr q) are multiplied by p1q.
Proof. See [JS03] Prp. 2.9:
1. Since X is of finite type over a field, we have XrXW  Wr and XrXU  Ur
and the claim follows from the equality E1r,qpZq 
À
xPZr
Hr qpxq.
2. This morphism is induced by the morphism of homology theories δ : HpUqr1s Ñ
HpW q and the fact that for Z P ZrpUq we have that Z XW P Zr1pW q, where
Z is the closure of Z in X.
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Corollary 2.2.2. Let k be a field and C be a subcategory of SchsftpSpecpkqq. For
every fixed integer q, the family of functors pE2r,qqrPZ defines a homology theory H˜
on C given by:
H˜apT q : E
2
a,qpT q
 H
 
E1a 1,qpT q
d1
Ñ E1a,qpT q
d1
Ñ E1a1,qpT q

,
with E1a,qpT q 
À
xPTa
Ha qpxq.
Proof. The functoriality for proper maps and open immersions comes from the
spectral sequence in 2.2.1, and the localisation sequence is the corresponding long
exact sequence of the short exact sequence of complexes in 2.2.1.
Lemma 2.2.3 (E2-homological descent). Let k be a field and Y 
n
i1 Yi be a
scheme, separated and of finite type over k, which is covered by a finite number of
closed subschemes Yi. Let Y rrs the r-fold intersections of the Yi for r ¥ 0. Let H
be a homology theory on SubpY q and let H˜ be the homology theory from 2.2.2 for a
fixed integer q. Then there is a spectral sequence of homological type
IE˜1r,t  H˜tpY
rrsq  E2t,qpY
rrsq ùñ H˜r tpY q  E
2
r t,qpY q.
Proof. For every t and q the complex
E1t,qpY
rsq : 0 Ð E1t,qpY q Ð E
1
t,qpY
r0sq Ð E1t,qpY
r1sq Ð    Ð E1t,qpY
rn1sq Ð 0,
of the E1-terms of the niveau spectral sequence is exact. The maps of the complex
are induces by the alternating sum of ij : Y rrs Ñ Y rr1s, which are given by in-
clusion on a r-fold intersection into the pr  1q-fold intersection omitting the j-th
component. The exactness then is seen by the equality E1t,qpT q 
À
xPTt
Ht qpxq
and induction on n together with the exact sequence
0 Ð E1t,qpY Y Yn 1q Ð E
1
t,qpY q ` E
1
t,qpYn 1q Ð E
1
t,qpY X Yn 1q Ð 0.
The E1-differential maps then give a bounded complex of exact complexes
E10,qpY
rsq Ð E11,qpY
rsq Ð E12,qpY
rsq Ð    Ð E1t,qpY
rsq Ð    Ð E1d,qpY
rsq,
where d  dimY . The spectral sequence is then obtained as the hypercohomology
spectral sequence of the double complex for the naive filtration. See [Wei95] §5.6.2.
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Example 2.2.4. Let the notation be like in 2.2.3 and let Y 
n
i1 Yi be a normal
crossing variety over k of pure dimension d. Then we get a first quadrant spectral
sequence, where the IE˜1-term of the spectral sequence then looks like:
t
d   oo 
...    
1    
0 //    r
0
OO
1    d
Proof. Since dimY rrs ¤ d  r, we have E2t,qpY rrsq  0 for t   0 and t ¡ d  r. So
the spectral sequence is supported in the area 0 ¤ t  r ¤ d with r, t ¥ 0.
2.3 Homology theories over discrete valuation
rings
Here we will show how the niveau spectral sequence of the special and generic fibre
of a variety over a discrete valuation ring are connected. The main result is about
the second page of those spectral sequences.
Proposition 2.3.1. Let S  SpecpAq be the spectrum of a discrete valuation ring
A, let f : XÑ S be separated of finite type, and let H be a homology theory on the
category SubpXq of subschemes of X. Let η and s be the generic point and closed
point of S, respectively and X  Xη, Y  Xs the corresponding fibres. With the
notations of 2.1.6 we then have:
1. The connecting morphism δ : HapZzZ 1q Ñ Ha1ppZzZ
1
q X Y q for pZ,Z 1q P
Zr,r1pXq induces a morphism of spectral sequences
∆ : E1r,qpXq
pq Ñ E1r,q1pY q,
which is functorial with respect to open and closed immersions, in the nat-
ural way. The supscribt pq means, that all differentials (but not the edge
isomorphisms E8r,q  FrHr q{Fr1Hr q) are multiplied by p1q.
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2. If f is proper, the immersions i : Y ãÑ X, j : X ãÑ X induce morphisms of
spectral sequences
i : E
1
r,qpY q Ñ E
1
r,qpXq and j
 : E1r,qpXq Ñ E
1
r1,q 1pXq,
such that for all q we get an exact sequence of complexes
0 // E1,qpY q
i // E1,qpXq
j // E11,q 1pXq // 0.
3. If f is proper, then ∆ : E1r,qpXqpq Ñ E1r,q1pY q can be described as
∆1r,q : E
1
r,qpXq
sj // E1r 1,q1pXq
d1 // E1r,q1pXq
si // E1r,q1pY q,
where si and sj are the natural sections of i and j given by and projection
and inclusion:
E1r 1,q1pY q
i // E1r 1,q1pXq
j // E1r,qpXq,
à
xPYr 1Xr 1XY
Hr qpxq
à
xPXr 1
Hr qpxqsi
oo
à
xPXrXr 1XX
Hr qpxq,sj
oo
Note, that si and sj may not commute with the differentials d1 : E1r,q Ñ
E1r1,q and therefore may not be morphisms of complexes.
Proof. 1. For Z P ZrpXq, let Z be the closure in X. We then have dimZ ¤ r 1
and dimZXY ¤ r. So ZXY P ZrpY q and the morphism of homology theories
δ : HpXqr1s Ñ HpY q then gives the spectral sequence including the change of
signs.
2. Clear from definition and Xr XX  Xr1 and Xr X Y  Yr.
3. Clear by 1.
Corollary 2.3.2. Let the notations be like in 2.3.1 and let f : X Ñ S be proper.
Then for all integers q there is a long exact sequence:
   // E2r,qpY q
i // E2r,qpXq
j // E2r1,q 1pXq
δ∆ // E2r1,qpY q //    ,
where the maps δ can be identified with ∆.
Proof. The claim follows from 2.3.1 and the snake lemma.
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2.4 Étale homology theory over fields
Here we will treat the special case of étale homology theory over fields k and analyse
the support of the first page of its niveau spectral sequence using the cohomological
dimension of k. Another main point in this section is, that for a projective simple
normal crossing variety Y over a finite field we can compute its Kato homology
groups out of the homology groups of its dual complex ΓY , which was shown in
[JS03].
Notation 2.4.1. Let k be a field and let T be a scheme of finite type over k. For
integers n, i we will define the complex of étale sheaves Z{npiq on T . We consider
three cases:
1. If n is invertible in k and i is arbitrary, we put Z{npiq to be the usual i-fold
Tate twist of the constant sheaf Z{n.
2. If k is a perfect field of charpkq  p ¡ 0 and n  pm with an integer m ¥ 1
and i ¥ 0, we define the complex of étale sheaves
Z{pmpiq : WmΩiT,logris
to be the logarithmic de Rham-Witt sheaf defined in [Ill79].
3. If k is a perfect field of charpkq  p ¡ 0 and n  pm  n1 with n1 prime to p
and an integer m ¥ 1, i ¥ 0, we put
Z{npiq : Z{n1piq ` Z{pmpiq.
Note that Z{np0q is just the constant sheaf Z{n and that WmΩik,log is not defined
for i   0 and vanishes for i ¡ 0.
Definition 2.4.2 (Étale homology theory over fields). Let k be a field and S 
Specpkq and n, b be fixed integers. We consider only two cases:
1. n is invertible in k and b is arbitrary.
2. If k is a perfect field of charpkq  p ¡ 0 and n  pm  n1 with n1 prime to p
and an integer m ¥ 1 and b ¤ 0.
We then define the étale homology theory on SchsftpSq given by
HapT |k,Z{npbqq : HapT |S,Z{npbqq : HapT |S;Z{npbqq : HapTét, Rf !Z{npbqq
with f : T Ñ S and where Rf ! is the right adjoint of Rf! defined in [AGV73] XVIII
3.1.4. For the definition of the complex of étale sheaves Z{npbq on S we use 2.4.1
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(with the restrictions to the numbers n, b).
Note that for a perfect field of charpkq  p ¡ 0 we have
HapT |k,Z{pmpbqq  Ha bpT,Rf !WmΩbk,logq.
Futhermore, if ` is a prime, we put
HapT |k,Q`{Z`pbqq : HapT |k,Z{`8pbqq : lim
ÝÑ
mPN
HapT |k,Z{`mpbqq.
Theorem 2.4.3. Let k be a field and X be a scheme separated and of finite type
over k. Then for the étale homology theory over k and integers n, b like in 2.4.2 we
have:
1. There are canonical isomorphisms
Hapx|k,Z{npbqq  H2rapκpxq,Z{npr  bqq
for all x P Xr. In particular, we have E1r,qpX|k,Z{npbqq  0 for all q ¡ r,
and, trivially, E1r,qpX|k,Z{npbqq  0 for all r   0 and r ¡ dimX.
2. If the cohomological l-dimension cdlpkq ¤ c for all primes l dividing n, then
we have E1r,qpX|k,Z{npbqq  0 for all q   c, and, in particular, canonical
edge morphisms
pX|kq : HacpX|k,Z{npbq ÝÑ E2a,cpX|k,Z{npbqq.
So the E1-term of the niveau spectral sequence
E1r,qpX|k,Z{npbqq 
à
xPXr
Hrqpκpxq,Z{npr  bqq ùñ Hr qpX|k,Z{npbqq
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looks like
q
d    oo   
...       
2       
1       
0 //       r
...       
c       
0
OO
1 2    d
Furthermore, the niveau spectral sequence of the shifted homology theory given
by Hcp_|k,Z{npbqq is induced by an exact B-couple.
3. If X is smooth and of pure dimension d over k, then there are canonical and
so called purity-isomorphisms
Rf !Z{npbq  Z{npd bqr2ds,
HapX|k,Z{npbqq  H2dapXét,Z{npd bqq.
Proof. See [JS03] Thm. 2.14. The prove uses purity isomorphisms given by the
Poincaré duality [AGV73] XVIII 3.2.5 in the case n prime to charpkq and [JSS09]
for the other case. For finite fields this can also be deduced from [Mos99] combined
with Artin-Verdier duality [AGV73] XVIII 3.1.4 and duality for Galois cohomology
of k.
Remark 2.4.4. The main property of Rf !Z{n are the purity isomorphisms for
smooth f and the follwing purity isomorphism for closed immersions f between
regular noetherian schemes. Note that for closed immersions f the functor Rf !
coincide with the derived functor of f ! given in [Mil80] Ch. II 3.13.
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Theorem 2.4.5 (Absolute purity theorem by Gabber). Let f : Z ãÑ W be a
closed immersion of noetherian regular schemes of pure codimension c, i.e. every
irreducible component of Z has codimension c in the corresponding components of
W . Let n be an integer invertible on W , then the cycle class map gives a canonical
isomorphism
Z{n Ñ f !Z{npcqr2cs
in D pZét,Z{nq, the derived category of complexes of étale Z{n-module sheaves on
Zét bounded below.
Proof. See [Fuj02] Thm. 2.1.1.
Lemma 2.4.6 (Cohomological descent). Let Y 
n
i1 Yi be a scheme which is
covered by a finite number of closed subschemes Yi. Let irrs : Y rrs Ñ Y be the
canonical map from the disjoint union of the r-fold intersections of the Yi to Y for
r ¥ 0. Then for every étale sheaf F on Y there is an exact complex
0 Ñ F Ñ ir0s i
r0sF Ñ ir1s i
r1sF Ñ    Ñ irn1s i
rn1sF Ñ 0,
where the differential maps are given by the alternating sums of the restriction
maps. Furthermore, there is a spectral sequence of cohomological type
IEr,q1  H
qpY rrs, irrsF q ùñ Hr qpY, F q.
Proof. Cf. [Jan]. The spectral sequence is obtained as the hypercohomology spec-
tral sequence, cf. [Wei95] Ch. 5, for the naive filtration of the exact complex
ir0s i
r0sF Ñ ir1s i
r1sF Ñ    Ñ irn1s i
rn1sF Ñ 0.
So it suffices to show the exactness of the given complex, which is proven by induc-
tion on the number of closed subschemes n. For n  1 this is trivial. The induction
step is achieved by the exact sequence of sheaves
0 Ñ F Ñ ii
F ` jj
F Ñ kk
F Ñ 0,
where i : Yˆ ãÑ Y with Yˆ 
n1
i1 Yi and j : Yn ãÑ Y and k : Yˆ X Yn ãÑ Y . The
exactness is immediately seen on the stalks.
Example 2.4.7. Let the notations be like in 2.4.6 and let Y be a d-dimensional
normal crossing variety over a field k of cohomological n-dimension c, n not divisible
by charpkq, and let F  Z{npbq. Then IE is a first quadrant spectral sequence of
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cohomological type, where the IE1-term looks like:
q
2d  c   // 
...   
c  2   
c  1   
c   
0 //   r
0
OO
   d
Proof. Since Y is a normal crossing variety, Y rrs is of dimension at most d r and
with a cohomological dimension argument, see [Mil80] Ch. VI §1 Cor. 1.4, we get
the vanishing of the IE1-term outside the marked area given above.
Lemma 2.4.8 (Homological descent). Let Y 
n
i1 Yi be a separated scheme of
finite type over a field k which is covered by a finite number of closed subschemes
Yi. Let Y rrs be the disjoint union of the r-fold intersections of the Yi for r ¥ 0. Let
n, b integers like in 2.4.2. Then there is a spectral sequence of homological type
IE1r,q  HqpY
rrs|k,Z{npbqq ùñ Hr qpY |k,Z{npbqq.
Proof. Cf. [Jan]. This follows from the exact sequence in 2.4.6: Let I be an injective
representative of Rf !Z{npbq, where f : Y Ñ Specpkq is the structure morphism.
Then for any étale sheaf F the complex
. . .Hompirs i
rsF, Iq Ñ HompF, Iq Ñ 0
is exact by 2.4.6 and the injectivity of I. By adjunction
Hompirks i
rksF, Iq  HompF, irks Ri
rks!Iq,
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we get an exact complex
. . .HompF, irs Ri
rs!Iq Ñ HompF, Iq Ñ 0
for any étale sheaf F . Therefore the complex
   Ñ ir1s Ri
r1s!I Ñ ir0s Ri
r0s!I Ñ I Ñ 0
is exact. From this we obtain a double complex and an associated spectral sequence
like in 2.4.6.
Example 2.4.9. Let the notations be like in 2.4.8 and let Y be a simple normal
crossing variety of pure dimension d over a field k of cohomological n-dimension c,
n not divisible by charpkq, and let F  Z{npbq. Then IE is a first quadrant spectral
sequence of homological type, where the IE1-term looks like:
q
2d   oo
...   
2   
1   
0 //   r
...   
c   
0
OO
   d
Proof. Purity and a cohomological dimension argument, see [Mil80] Ch. VI §1 Cor.
1.4, gives the vanishing of the IE1-term outside the marked area given above.
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Definition/Lemma 2.4.10 (Kato homology groups). Let the notations be like in
2.4.3, then the edge morphisms pX|kq induce a morphism of homology theories on
SchsftpSpecpkqq:
 : Hcp_|k,Z{npbqq ÝÑ E2,cp_|k,Z{npbqq : HK p_|k,Z{npbqq.
The right homology theory is called the Kato homology theory of the étale homology
theory for fields k of cohomological dimension cdnpkq ¤ c.
Proof. Use 2.2.2. Also see [JS03] Lem. 2.16.
Conjecture 2.4.11 (Kato’s conjecture, cf. 2.5.7). Let Y be a regular proper variety
over a finite field. Then for every integer n ¡ 0 there is an isomorphism
HKa pY |k,Z{np0qq

Ñ
"
pZ{nqpi0pY q for a  0
0 for a  0.
Theorem 2.4.12 (Kerz, Saito). Kato’s conjecture 2.4.11 is true if n ¡ 0 is not
divisible by the characteristic p  charpkq.
Proof. See [KS10] Thm. 0.1, 8.1, resp., cf. 2.5.8. The proof uses the Bloch-Kato-
conjecture 2.4.15.
Theorem 2.4.13. Let Y be a projective simple normal crossing variety of pure
dimension d over a finite field k and let ΓY be the dual complex to an ordering of
the irreducible components pY, pYiqiPI , pI, qq. If Kato’s conjecture 2.4.11 is true
for all i ¤ a, all Y rrs for r ¥ 0 and an arbitrary integer n ¡ 0, then there is a
canonical isomorphism
HKa pY |k,Z{np0qq

Ñ HapΓY ,Z{nq.
In particular, this isomorphism holds for every integer n ¡ 0 and a  0, 1, 2, 3, 4,
or if n is not divisible by p  charpkq and a is arbitrary.
Proof. See [JS03] Thm. 3.9 and Thm. 1.4, resp.. For the special cases a  3, 4 use
[KS10] Thm. 8.1.
Lemma 2.4.14 (Changing the coefficients). Let ` be an arbitrary prime number,
let k be a field of finite cohomological `-dimension cd`pkq ¤ c, let V be a scheme
separated and of finite type over k. Then for every ν ¥ 1 and every i ¥ 0 there is
an exact sequence
HKi 1pV |k,Q`{Z`p1 cqq{`ν ãÑ HKi pV |k,Z{`νp1 cqq HKi pV |k,Q`{Z`p1 cqqr`νs.
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Proof. See [JS03] Lem. 7.3 using 2.4.15 and cf. [CT93] §2: Let `  charpkq. The
case `  charpkq follows analogically by using the logarithmic de Rham-Witt sheafs
and [BK86] Thm. 2.1. The exact sequence
0 Ñ Z{`νpr   c 1q ιÑ Q`{Z`pr   c 1q
`ν
Ñ Q`{Z`pr   c 1q Ñ 0
gives rise to the exact sequence
Hr c1pκpxq,Q`{Z`pr   c 1qq `
ν
// Hr c1pκpxq,Q`{Z`pr   c 1qq δ //
Hr cpκpxq,Z{`νpr   c 1qq ι // Hr cpκpxq,Q`{Z`pr   c 1qq `
ν
//
Hr cpκpxq,Q`{Z`pr   c 1qq δ // Hr c 1pκpxq,Z{`νpr   c 1qq // ,
where x P Vr and cd` κpxq ¤ c  r by [Ser02] Ch.II §4+6. So the group
Hr c 1pκpxq,Z{`νpr   c 1qq
vanishes by the cohomological dimension. And the first `ν-map is surjective by the
divisibility of
Hr c1pκpxq,Q`{Z`pr   c 1qq
by 2.4.15. So there remains a short exact sequence
Hr cpκpxq,Z{`νpr c1qq ιãÑ Hr cpκpxq,Q`{Z`pr c1qq
`ν Hr cpκpxq,Q`{Z`pr c1qq.
Summing up over all x P Vr and using 2.4.3 we get the short exact sequence
0 Ñ E1r,cpV |k,Z{`νp1cqq
ι
Ñ E1r,cpV |k,Q`{Z`p1cqq
`ν
Ñ E1r,cpV |k,Q`{Z`p1cqq Ñ 0,
which is a complex in r by 2.1.6. Taking homology groups gives a long exact
sequence
  
`ν
Ñ HKr 1pV |k,Q`{Z`p1cqq
δ
Ñ HKr pV |k,Z{`νp1cqq
ι
Ñ HKr pV |k,Q`{Z`p1cqq
`ν
Ñ . . . ,
from which follows the assertion.
Theorem 2.4.15 (Bloch-Kato conjecture). For every field L, every prime ` 
charpLq and every integer q ¥ 0 the Galois cohomology group
HqpL,Q`{Z`pqqq
is divisible.
Proof. The whole proof can be found in the four papers [Voe10b], [Voe10a], [SJ06],
[HW09].
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2.5 Étale homology theory over discrete valuation
rings
Here we will treat the étale homology theory over a discrete valuation ring. The
main results in this section is the huge diagram connecting the niveau spectral
sequences of the fibres of a scheme over a henselian discrete valuation ring with
finite residue field, and the vanishing results concerning Kato’s conjecture. From
these we will be able to deduce everything about the kernel and cokernel of the
reciprocity map in the next chapter.
Definition 2.5.1 (Étale homology theory over discrete valuation rings). Let S 
SpecpAq for a discrete valuation ring A with residue field k and fraction field K.
Let j : η  SpecpKq ãÑ S be the open immersion of the generic point, and let
i : s  Specpkq ãÑ S be closed immersion of the special point. Let n, b be fixed
integers. We consider the étale homology theory on SchsftpSq given by
HapT |S,Z{npbqq : HapT |S;Z{npbqSq : HapTét, Rf !Z{npbqq
with f : T Ñ S. For the definition of the complex of étale sheaves Z{npbq on S
we consider two cases:
1. If n is invertible on S, and b is arbitrary, we put Z{npbq to be the usual
pbq-fold Tate twist of the constant sheaf Z{n.
2. If charpKq  0 and k is a perfect field of charpkq  p ¡ 0, n  pm with an
integer m ¥ 1 and b  1, we define the complex of étale sheaves on S by
Z{pmp1q : ConepRjpZ{pmp1qqη
σ
Ñ ipZ{pmqsr1sqr1s,
considered in [JSS09]. Also see [JS03] 2.C using [BBD82] to see, that this is
well-defined.
Futhermore, if ` is a prime, we put
HapT |S,Q`{Z`pbqq : HapT |S,Z{`8pbqq : lim
ÝÑ
mPN
HapT |S,Z{`mpbqq.
Lemma 2.5.2. Let A be a henselian discrete valuation ring with finite residue
field. Assume that f : X Ñ SpecpAq is a regular scheme which is separated and of
finite type of pure relative dimension d and with strict semi-stable reduction. Let n
be an integer not divisible by the residue characteristic. Then there are canonical
isomorphisms
1. Rf !Z{n Ñ Z{npdqr2ds,
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2. Héta pX|S,Z{npbqq

Ñ H2daét pX,Z{npd bqq.
3. HaY pX,Z{npbqq  Hét2dapY |S,Z{npd bqq for every closed subscheme Y ãÑ X.
4. If f is proper, then we have an isomorphism
Héta pX|S,Z{npbqq

Ñ H2daét pXs,Z{npd bqq,
where Xs is the special fibre of f .
Proof. The proof is given in [Jan]. The third and second isomorphism follows
from the first. The first isomorphism is a special case of Grothendiecks’s purity
conjecture, cf. [Gro77] I.5.1 and 2.4.5 from [Fuj02], and it is prooven using analogous
results from [RZ82]. The last point then is an application of the proper base change
theorem.
Proposition 2.5.3. Let the notations be like in 2.5.1.
1. There are isomorphisms of homology theories on Schsftpηq and Schsftpsq given
by:
HapXη|S,Z{npbqq  HapXη|η,Z{npbqq,
HapXs|S,Z{npbqq  Ha 2pXs|s,Z{npb  1qq.
2. There are isomorphisms of spectral sequences
E1r,qpXη|S,Z{npbqq  E1r,qpXη|η,Z{npbqq,
E1r,qpXs|S,Z{npbqq  E1r,q 2pXs|s,Z{npb  1qq.
3. We trivially have E1r,qpXq  0 for all r   0 and r ¡ dimX, and analogically
for the fibres.
4. If f : XÑ S is a proper map, then for all x P Xr we have canonical isomor-
phisms
Hapx|S,Z{npbqq  H2ra2pκpxq,Z{npr  b 1qq.
In particular, we have E1r,qpXq  0  E1r,qpXsq for all q ¡ r2, and E1r,qpXηq 
0 for all q ¡ r. The niveau spectral sequence looks like
E1r,qpX|S,Z{npbqq 
à
xPXr
Hrq2pκpxq,Z{npr  b 1qq ùñ Hr qpX|S,Z{npbqq.
Proof. This comes from the purity for discrete valuation rings , cf. [Gro77] I.5.1
and 2.5.2, see [JS03] lemma 2.17 and corollary 2.21.
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Definition 2.5.4 (Kato homology groups). Let the notations be like in 2.5.1 and
let A be a henselian discrete valuation ring, f : X Ñ S be a proper map with
special fibre Xs  Y and generic fibre Xη  X. Let H  Hp_|S,Z{npbqq be the
étale homology theory with Z{npbq-coefficients. Assume that there is an integer
c ¥ supl|n cdlpkq. We define the Kato homology groups by:
HKa pX|S,Z{npbqq : E2a,c2pX|S,Z{npbqq,
HKa pY |S,Z{npbqq : E2a,c2pY |S,Z{npbqq
 E2a,cpY |s,Z{npb  1qq  HKa pY |s,Z{npb  1qq,
HKa pX|S,Z{npbqq : E2a,c1pX|S,Z{npbqq
 E2a,c1pX|η,Z{npbqq  HKa pX|η,Z{npbqq.
Remark 2.5.5. Let the assumptions be like in 2.5.4.
• By [Ser02] §4 and §6 we have supl|n cdlpκpxqq ¤ c  r for all x P Xr.
• By 2.5.3 we then have E1r,qpX|S,Z{npbqq  0  E1r,qpY |S,Z{npbqq for all q  
c 2 and E1r,qpX|S,Z{npbqq  0 for all q   c 1.
• Recall that there is a long exact sequence by 2.3.2:
0 // HKd pY q
i // HKd pXq
j // HKd1pXq
∆ // HKd1pY q
//   
   // HKa pY q
i // HKa pXq
j // HKa1pXq
∆ // HKa1pY q //   
   // HK1 pXq
j // HK0 pXq
∆ // HK0 pY q
i // HK0 pXq // 0,
where d : dimX and the Kato homology groups are seen over S with coeffi-
cients in Z{npbq.
• We trivially have HKa pZq  0 for a   0 and a ¡ dimZ.
• There are canonical edge morphisms:
 : Hac2pX|S,Z{npbqq Ñ HKa pX|S,Z{npbqq,
 : Hac2pY |S,Z{npbqq Ñ HKa pY |S,Z{npbqq,
 : Hac1pX|S,Z{npbqq Ñ HKa pX|S,Z{npbqq.
Proposition 2.5.6. Let S  SpecpAq be the spectrum of a henselian discrete valu-
ation ring A with fraction field K and residue field k, and let j : η  SpecpKq ãÑ S
be the open immersion of the generic point, and let i : s  Specpkq ãÑ S be closed
immersion of the special point. Let H  Hp_|S,Z{npbqq be the étale homology the-
ory on SchsftpSq with coefficients in Z{npbq for integers n, b like in 2.5.1 such that
cdlpkq ¤ c for all primes l dividing n. Let f : XÑ S be a proper map. Then there
is a commutative and exact diagram:
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HK3 pXq
j

d2 // E21,c1pXq
j

// HcpXq
j

 // HK2 pXq
j

HK2 pXq
∆2

d2 // E20,cpXq
∆

// HcpXq
δ

 // HK1 pXq
∆1

// 0,
HK2 pY q
i

d2 // E20,c1pY q
i

// Hc1pY q
i

 // HK1 pY q
i

// 0,
HK2 pXq
d2 // E20,c1pXq // Hc1pXq
 // HK1 pXq // 0.
If we can choose c  1, then E20,cpY q  0  E20,cpXq and we get a huge commu-
tative and exact diagram:
HK3 pXq
∆3

d2 // E21,1pXq
∆

// cokerpXq
δ

 // HK2 pXq
∆2

H0pY q
 //
i

HK3 pY q
i

d2 // E21,2pY q
i

// H1pY q
i

 // HK2 pY q
i

H0pXq
 // HK3 pXq
j

d2 // E21,2pXq
j

// H1pXq
j

 // HK2 pXq
j

E21,1pXq
∆

// cokerpXq  //
δ

HK2 pXq
∆2

d2 // E20,1pXq
∆

// H1pXq
δ

 // HK1 pXq
∆1

// 0,
E21,2pY q
i

// H1pY q
 //
i

HK2 pY q
i

d2 // E20,2pY q
i

// H2pY q
i

 // HK1 pY q
i

// 0,
E21,2pXq // H1pXq
 // HK2 pXq
d2 // E20,2pXq // H2pXq
 // HK1 pXq // 0,
where cokerpXq  cokerpE20,0pXq Ñ H0pXqq.
Proof. 1. This follows from 2.5.3. The horizontal sequences come from the corre-
sponding 7-term sequences of the niveau spectral sequences. Note that there
is a q-shift by c  2. Also note for c  1 that E20,cpXq  0 and therefore
cokerpE20,cpXq Ñ HcpXqq  HcpXq in the line for X, and also for Y .
Conjecture 2.5.7 (Kato’s conjecture). Let X be a regular proper and flat scheme
over a henselian discrete valuation ring A with finite residue field k. Then for every
integer n ¡ 0 and a ¥ 0 the group HKa pX|S,Z{np1qq vanishes, where S  SpecpAq.
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Theorem 2.5.8 (Kerz, Saito). Kato’s conjecture 2.5.7 is true if n is not divisible
by the residue field characteristic p  charpkq.
Proof. The proof is due to Moritz Kerz and Shuji Saito: [KS10] Thm. 8.1 and Thm.
8.4. The proof uses the Bloch-Kato conjecture 2.4.15 and Gabber’s refinement of
de Jong’s alteration in [Ill09].
Lemma 2.5.9. Let the notations be like in 2.5.4 and 2.5.5. Let `  charpKq be a
prime number. For every integer i there is an exact sequence
0 Ñ HKi 1pX|S,Q`{Z`pcqq{`ν Ñ HKi pX|S,Z{`νpcqq Ñ HKi pX|S,Q`{Z`pcqqr`νs Ñ 0.
In particular, if for an integer a the three groups
HKa pX|S,Q`{Z`pcqq  HKa 1pX|S,Q`{Z`pcqq  HKa 2pX|S,Q`{Z`pcqq  0
vanish, then the specialisation map
HKa pX|S,Z{`νpcqq Ñ HKa pY |S,Z{`νpcqq
is a natural isomorphism for every ν ¥ 1.
Proof. This is analogous to 2.4.14. For the second statement in addition use the
exact sequence
HKa 1pX,Z{`νpcqq Ñ HKa pX,Z{`νpcqq Ñ HKa pY,Z{`νpcqq Ñ HKa pX,Z{`νpcqq.
So if HKj pX|S,Q`{Z`pcqq vanishes for j  a, a 1, a 2, then also HKj pX|,Z{`νpcqq
vanishes for j  a, a  1 and the specialisation map is an isomorphism.
Remark 2.5.10. In low degrees and low dimensions one also is able to state a
result, when K is a field of characteristic 0 and where the residue characteristic
charpkq divides n:
Theorem 2.5.11. Let S  SpecpAq be the spectrum of a henselian discrete val-
uation ring A with fraction field K and finite residue field k, and let j : η 
SpecpKq ãÑ S be the open immersion of the generic point, and let i : s  Specpkq ãÑ
S be closed immersion of the special point. Let n be an integer invertible in K and
` be a prime different from charpKq, and let f : X Ñ S be a flat and proper map
with smooth generic fibre X and special fibre Y . Then we have the following re-
sults concerning the Kato homology groups (using c  1 and b  1) of the étale
homology theory on SchsftpSq:
1. HK0 pX|S,Z{np1qq  0.
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2. If X  Xη is connected, one has isomorphisms
∆0n : H
K
0 pX|S,Z{np1qq  HK0 pY |S,Z{np1qq  Z{n.
3. If X is regular, then HK1 pX,Z{np1qq  0 and we have an isomorphism
∆1n : H
K
1 pX|S,Z{np1qq  HK1 pY |S,Z{np1qq.
4. If f is projective and X is regular with strict semi-stable reduction, then
HKi pX|S,Q`{Z`p1qq  0
for i  0, 1, 2, 3 and
∆i`8 : H
K
i pX|S,Q`{Z`p1qq Ñ HKi pY |S,Q`{Z`p1qq
is an isomorphism for i  0, 1, 2, and surjective for i  3.
5. If f is projective and X is regular with strict semi-stable reduction of relative
dimension d ¤ 2, then
HKi pX|S,Z{np1qq  0
for all i ¥ 0 and
∆in : H
K
i pX|S,Z{np1qq  HKi pY |S,Z{np1qq
is an isomorphism for every i ¥ 0.
Proof. See [JS03] Thm. 1.5, Thm. 1.6. For the last point note that X has dimension
3 and therefore HK4 pX|S,Q`{Z`p1qq and all higher groups vanish. So by 2.5.9 ∆2n is
an isomorphism and all higher ∆in are the zero-map because of dimension arguments
like before.
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In this chapter we will deal with class field theory over local fields. The strategy
to understand the reciprocity map of a smooth proper variety X over a local field
K is to connect it with the reciprocity map of a reduction Y of that variety, which
then is given over a finite field k and is understood by the last chapters. To do so,
one firstly has to find a sufficiently good model X of that variety over the valuation
ring A of the given local field K. Believing in resolution of singularities one can
assume that one has a flat regular model X which reduced special fibre Y is a
simple normal crossing variety over a finite field k. Given such a model one can
interpret the reciprocity map as a boundary map in a niveau spectral sequence of
a étale homology theory. The variety X, the model X and its reduction Y then
are connected via an excision sequence in that étale homology theory. The recently
proven Kato conjecture then states that some of the homology groups of the model
vanish. It follows that the kernel and cokernel of the reciprocity map of the variety
over a local field then are controlled by the homology groups of the dual complex of
its reduction, which by the first chapter also controls the kernel and cokernel of the
corresponding reciprocity map of the reduction over the finite residue field. Using
this and some other techniques we will see that the kernel of the reciprocity map
is the direct sum of a finite group and a p1-divisible group (i.e. a `-divisible group,
where ` runs through alls prime numbers diffrent from p  charpkq). Nevertheless
one can not assume, that the kernel of the reciprocity map equals the kernel of its
reduction. This is because there might be a huge divisible part, which does not
occur in the reduction, and some torsion parts coming from higher terms of the
niveau spectral sequence.
3.1 The reciprocity map over local fields modulo n
In this section we will define the reciprocity map for smooth and proper varieties
over local fields. Furthermore, we will relate the modulo n version to the niveau
spectral sequence associated to the étale homology theory with finite coefficients
using the results from the last chapter, duality theorems, some low degree cases
of Bloch-Kato’s conjecture and the recently proven Kato’s conjecture. We follow
[JS03].
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Definition 3.1.1 (SK-groups). Let X be a noetherian scheme. For every integer
j ¥ 0 we put
Xj :
!
x P X | dimptxuq  j
)
as the set of j-dimensional points of X. Furthermore, we define the SK-groups to
be
SKjpXq : coker
 à
yPXj 1
Kj 1pκpyqq ÝÑ
à
xPXj
Kjpκpxqq

.
Note that the components of the map are given by the boundary maps in algebraic
K-theory. Also note, that SK0pXq  CH0pXq.
Definition 3.1.2 (The reciprocity map). Let K be a henselian discrete valuation
field with finite residue field and X be a scheme of finite type over K. For every
x P X0 we then have that κpxq is also a henselian discrete valuation field with finite
residue field. So there is a map
κpxq Ñ Gabκpxq  pi
ab
1 pκpxqq Ñ pi
ab
1 pXq,
where the first map is the 0-dimensional reciprocity map for κpxq and the second
is the covariant push-forward map for piab1 of Specpκpxqq Ñ X. Summing all these
maps up, we get a map
ρ1 :
à
xPX0
κpxq Ñ piab1 pXq.
Now, if X is proper over K, the map ρ1 factors through
ρX : SK1pXq ÝÑ pi
ab
1 pXq,
which is called the reciprocity map of X.
Proof. This is due to [Blo81], [KS85], [Sai85a] and [Sai85b].
Proposition 3.1.3 (Duality theorems). 1. Let K be a henselian discrete valu-
ation field with finite residue field k. Let fη : X Ñ SpecpKq be a proper
scheme. For any complex C of étale Z{n-module sheaves on X with bounded
constructible cohomology sheaves, the pairing
HipX,DXpCqq  H
2ipX,Cq Ñ H2pX,Rf !ηZ{np1qq
trXÑ H2pK,Z{np1qq
trη
 Z{n
is a perfect pairing of finite groups. Here DXpCq  RHompC,Rf !ηZ{np1qq,
and trX is induced by the trace morphisms RfηRf !ηZ{np1q Ñ Z{np1q.
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2. Let k be finite field and fs : Y Ñ Specpkq be a proper scheme. For any complex
C of étale Z{n-module sheaves on Y with bounded constructible cohomology
sheaves, the pairing
HipY,DY pCqq  H
1ipY,Cq Ñ H1pY,Rf !sZ{nq
trYÑ H1pk,Z{nq
trs
 Z{n
is a perfect pairing of finite groups. Here DY pCq  RHompC,Rf !sZ{nq, and
trY is induced by the trace morphisms RfsRf !sZ{nÑ Z{n.
Proof. See [JS03] Lem. 5.3. This follows from Artin-Verdier duality for fη and fs
together with the duality theorems for Galois cohomology of K and k, cf. [Sai98]
and [CTSS83].
Theorem 3.1.4. Let S  SpecpAq be the spectrum of a henselian discrete valuation
ring A with quotient field K and finite residue field k. Let f : XÑ S be a regular,
proper, flat scheme over S with smooth and connected generic fiber X and strict
semi-stable reduction Y as the special fiber. Let Y 

vPI Yv be a fixed ordering of
the irreducible components of Y and let ΓY be the dual complex to pY, pYiqiPI , pI, qq.
Furthermore, let n either be an integer not divided by p : charpkq, or let charpKq 
0 and p divide n then assume that the specialisation map
HK2 pX|S,Z{np1qq  HK2 pY |S,Z{np1qq
is a natural isomorphism, which by 2.5.9 and 2.5.11 is the case if f is projective
and
HK4 pX|S,Qp{Zpp1qq is p-divisible.
Then the reciprocity map modulo n fits into a commutative diagram of exact se-
quences of finite groups
H2pΓY ,Z{nq // SK1pXq{n

ρXn // piab1 pXq{n

// H1pΓY ,Z{nq // 0,
H2pΓY ,Z{nq // CH0pY q{n
ρYn // piab1 pY q{n // H1pΓY ,Z{nq // 0.
Proof. In 2.5.6 we can use c  1  cdpkq, b  1 and Z{np1q-coefficients for
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Hap_q  Hap_|S,Z{np1qq to get a commutative diagram of exact sequences:
HK3 pXq
j

d2 // E21,2pXq
j

// H1pXq
j

 // HK2 pXq
j

HK2 pXq
∆2

d2 // E20,1pXq
∆

φX // H1pXq
δ

 // HK1 pXq
∆1

// 0,
HK2 pY q
i

d2 // E20,2pY q
i

φY // H2pY q
i

 // HK1 pY q
i

// 0,
HK2 pXq
d2 // E20,2pXq // H2pXq
 // HK1 pXq // 0,
where the groups HKi pX|S,Z{np1qq vanish for i  1, 2, 3 by 2.5.8, if n is not divided
by charpKq or p  charpkq. So with the assumptions on p, 2.5.11 and 2.4.13 we
have natural isomorphisms
HKi pX|S,Z{np1qq  HKi pY |S,Z{np1qq  HipΓY ,Z{nq
for i  1, 2. And the last group is clearly finite.
By 3.1.3 and 2.5.3 we have canonical identifications
H1pX|S,Z{np1qq  H1pX|η,Z{np1qq  H1pX,Rf !ηZ{np1qq
 H1pX,Z{nq_  piab1 pXq{n,
H2pY |S,Z{np1qq  H0pY |s,Z{np0qq  H0pY,Rf !sZ{np0qq
 H1pY,Z{nq_  piab1 pY q{n,
where we can identify δ with the specialisation map on fundamental groups, which
is surjective since X is a normal scheme.
The Galois symbol maps Kipκq{nÑ Hipκ,Z{npiqq in degree i ¤ 2 are isomorphisms
by Kummer theory and [MS83] and commute with the localisation maps, cf. [Kat86]
Lem. 1.4. So by 2.5.3 and by the properness of f : XÑ S we get indentifications
E20,1pX|S,Z{np1qq
 coker

E11,1pX|S,Z{np1qq Ñ E10,1pX|S,Z{np1qq
	
 coker
 à
xPX1X2XX
H0px|S,Z{np1qq Ñ
à
xPX0X1XX
H1px|S,Z{np1qq
	
 coker
à
xPX1
H2pκpxq,Z{np2qq Ñ
à
xPX0
H1pκpxq,Z{np1qq
	
 coker
à
xPX1
K2pκpxqq{n Ñ
à
xPX0
K1pκpxqq{n
	
 SK1pXq{n,
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and
E20,2pY |S,Z{np1qq
 coker

E11,2pY |S,Z{np1qq Ñ E10,2pY |S,Z{np1qq
	
 coker
à
xPY1
H1px|S,Z{np1qq Ñ
à
xPY0
H2px|S,Z{np1qq
	
 coker
à
xPY1
H1pκpxq,Z{np1qq Ñ
à
xPY0
H0pκpxq,Z{np0qq
	
 coker
à
xPY1
K1pκpxqq{n Ñ
à
xPY0
K0pκpxqq{n
	
 CH0pY q{n,
where the horizontal maps φX and φY can be identified with the reciprocity maps
ρXn and ρYn given by local duality up to sign, which is shown in [JS03] and [JSS09],
respectively. So we get the stated commutative exact diagram of finite groups.
Lemma 3.1.5. Let
A //

B
s //
φ o

C
i //
g

D //
h

E
ϕ o

f // F

A1
j // B1 // C 1
ι // D1 q
// E 1 // F 1
be a commutative diagram of exact sequences, where φ and ϕ are isomorphisms.
Then the sequence
A1
sφ1j // C
g`i // C 1 `D
ιh // D1
qϕ1f // F
is exact.
Proof. Easy diagram chasing.
Remark 3.1.6. If one wants to know in 3.1.4 if the kernels of the reciprocity maps
modulo n coincide, one has to write down two more homology groups on the left
from the huge diagram 2.5.6 and use 3.1.5. Then we get the following statement:
ker ρXn  ker ρ
Y
n if and only if
the natural map
E21,2pY |S,Z{np1qq ` H0pX|S,Z{np1qq ÝÑ H1pY |S,Z{np1qq
is surjective.
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Proof. By 3.1.4 ∆ : ker ρXn Ñ ker ρYn is surjective, and
ker ∆  ker
 
SK1pXq{n
sp`ρXnÝÑ CH0pY q{n` pi
ab
1 pXq{n

.
And using 3.1.5 applied to the huge diagram 2.5.6 we get the exact sequence
E21,2pY q ` H0pXq Ñ H1pY q Ñ SK1pXq{nÑ CH0pY q{n` pi
ab
1 pXq{n.
So the equivalence follows.
Remark 3.1.7. For surfaces X which have a proper and surjective map to a smooth
geometrically connected curve with a smooth conic as generic fibre in [Sza99] the
injectivity of ρXn is shown.
3.2 Divisibility yoga and completeness meditations
In this section we will collect all lemmata and auxiliary results we need concerning
divisibility questions and completing abelian groups. This will be helpful to transfer
results with finite coefficients to analoge results with Z` or even Z-coefficients.
Notation 3.2.1. For an abelian group A and a set of primes L let NpLq be the
monoid of all natural numbers which have prime divisiors only in L. We define AL
to be the L-completion
AL : lim
ÐÝ
nPNpLq
A{n,
and Aˆ to be
Aˆ : lim
ÐÝ
nPN
A{n
the Zˆ-completion.
Remark 3.2.2. If B is an abelian pro-finite group we have Bˆ  B. If moreover
B is a finitely generated pro-finite group we know that BL is the maximal pro-L
quotient of B.
Notation 3.2.3. For an abelian group A and an integer n we denote by nA, nA
and A{n the kernel, the image and the cokernel of the multiplication map
A
n
ÝÑ A,
and by
Adiv :
£
nPN
nA  ker
 
AÑ lim
ÐÝ
nPN
A{n

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the subgroup of all divisible elements of A, and by
ADiv : im
 
HompQ, Aq Ñ HompZ, Aq  A

the maximal divisible subgroup of A. And we put
Ators :
¤
nPN
nA  Tor
Z
1 pA,Q{Zq
to be the torsion subgroup of A.
Notation 3.2.4. Furthermore, let A be an abelian group and L be a set of prime
numbers. We put NpLq to be the multiplicative set of all natural numbers with prime
divisors only in L. NpLq is directedly ordered by divisibility relations. We put
AL-div :
£
nPNpLq
nA  ker
 
AÑ lim
ÐÝ
nPNpLq
A{n

to be the subgroup of all divisible elements of A, and by AL-Div the maximal divisible
subgroup of A and we put AL-tors to be the subgroup of all torsion element that have
order in NpLq. If L is the set of all primes, we then have AL-div  Adiv and
AL-Div  ADiv and AL-tors  Ators.
Definition 3.2.5 (Mittag-Leﬄer condition). A projective system pAi, fijqi,jPI of
abelian groups fulfills the Mittag-Leﬄer condition if for each index i P I there is an
index j ¥ i such that for every k ¥ j the transition maps fji and fki have the same
image in Ai.
And it satisfies the trivial Mittag-Leﬄer condition if for each index i P I there is
an index j ¥ i such that the transition map fji is the zero map.
Lemma 3.2.6. Let pAi, fijqi,jPNpLq be a projective system of abelian groups satisfying
the Mittag-Leﬄer condition, then for the right derived functor lim
ÐÝ
1 of the projective
limit we have
lim
ÐÝ
1
nPNpLq
An  0.
If the trivial Mittag-Leﬄer condition is satisfied, then we also get
lim
ÐÝ
nPNpLq
An  0.
Proof. See [Wei95] Prp. 3.5.7 and notice that the projective system is equivalent
to a tower, e.g. to a subsystem of Bn : An!, which then also satisfies the Mittag-
Leﬄer condition.
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Example 3.2.7. The Mittag-Leﬄer condition is fulfilled for the index set NpLq in
the following cases:
• All transition maps are the zero-maps.
• The trival Mittag-Leﬄer condition is satisfied.
• All transition maps are onto.
• All abelian groups An of the system are finite and the transition maps are
arbitrary.
Proof. See [Wei95] Def. 3.5.6 and Ex. 3.5.2.
Lemma 3.2.8. For an abelian group, we always have
AL-Div  AL-div,
but not necessarily equality. And equality holds, if the projective system tnmA
m
Ñ
nAun,mPNpLq satisfies the Mittag-Leﬄer condition, e.g. if the groups nA are finite
for all n P NpLq.
Proof. See [Jan88] §4 or [Wei95] Prop. 3.5.7.
Lemma 3.2.9. Let L be a set of primes and let A be an abelian group and ι : AÑ
AL the natural map. Assume one of the following conditions:
• Let g : AL Ñ B be a homomorphism of abelian groups such that there are
integers m,m1 P NpLq with m BL-tors  0  m1  ker g.
• Let f : AÑ B be a homomorphism of abelian groups such that AL-div  ker f
and there are integers m,m1 P NpLq with m BL-tors  0  m1  pker f{AL-divq.
Then we have the equality AL-Div  AL-div.
Proof. Let n P NpLq be an arbitrary integer and let x P AL-div. Then nmm1 P NpLq
and there is a y P A with x  nmm1y. We now want to show that mm1y P AL-div.
Then AL-div will be L-divisible. Let pq be the assumption on m and m1 from above.
• Because of x P AL-div  ker ι and the assumptions pq, we have
0  gιpxq  nmm1  gιpyq,
ùñ gιpyq P BL-tors,

ùñ 0  m  gιpyq  gιpmyq,
ùñ ιpmyq P ker g,

ùñ 0  m1  ιpmyq  ιpmm1yq,
ùñ mm1y P ker ι  AL-div.
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• Because of x P AL-div  ker f and the assumptions pq, we have
0  fpxq  nmm1fpyq,
ùñ fpyq P BL-tors,

ùñ 0  m  fpyq  fpmyq,
ùñ my P ker f,

ùñ 0  m1 my P ker f{AL-div,
ùñ mm1y P AL-div.
Lemma 3.2.10. Let A,B,C be abelian groups and L be a set of prime numbers.
1. If B  C is a surjection, we always have a surjection BL  CL.
2. If A{n is finite for every n P NpLq or if pnmC
m
Ñ nCqn,mPNpLq satisfies the
Mittag-Leﬄer condition, e.g. if the nC are all finite, then the exact sequence
AÑ B Ñ C Ñ 0
induces the exact sequence
AL Ñ BL Ñ CL Ñ 0.
3. If pnmC
m
Ñ nCqn,mPNpLq satisfies the trivial Mittag-Leﬄer condition, e.g. if
CL-tors is of finite exponent, then the exact sequence
0 Ñ AÑ B Ñ C Ñ 0
induces the exact sequence
0 Ñ AL Ñ BL Ñ CL Ñ 0.
Proof. 1. Put A1 : kerpB Ñ Cq. The exact sequence
0 Ñ A1 Ñ B Ñ C Ñ 0
then induces for every integer n P NpLq the exact sequence
nC Ñ A
1{nÑ B{nÑ C{nÑ 0.
Because the transition maps of the system pA1{nqnPNpLq are all surjective, this
is also true for the system pQnqnPNpLq, where Qn : kerpB{n  C{nq. So
pQnqnPNpLq satisfies the Mittag-Leﬄer condition and we get an exact sequence
0 Ñ lim
ÐÝ
nPNpLq
Qn Ñ lim
ÐÝ
nPNpLq
B{nÑ lim
ÐÝ
nPNpLq
C{nÑ 0  lim
ÐÝ
1
nPNpLq
Qn.
So BL Ñ CL is surjective.
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2. If, furthermore, we put Dn : kerpA1{n Ñ B{nq, the finiteness of all A{n or
the Mittag-Leﬄer condition on pnCqnPNpLq induce the Mittag-Leﬄer condition
on the system pDnqnPNpLq. So we get an exact sequence
0 Ñ lim
ÐÝ
nPNpLq
Dn Ñ lim
ÐÝ
nPNpLq
A1{nÑ lim
ÐÝ
nPNpLq
Qn Ñ 0  lim
ÐÝ
1
nPNpLq
Dn.
With the surjection AL  A1L and the sequence from the first point, we get
the exact sequence
AL Ñ BL Ñ CL Ñ 0.
3. Here we have A  A1 and the trivial Mittag-Leﬄer condition on pnCqnPNpLq in-
duces the trivial Mittag-Leﬄer condition on pDnqnPNpLq, such that lim
ÐÝnPNpLq
Dn
and lim
ÐÝ
1
nPNpLq
Dn vanish in the sequence above. So we have the isomorphism
lim
ÐÝ
nPNpLq
A{n  lim
ÐÝ
nPNpLq
Qn
and we get the exact sequence
0 Ñ AL Ñ BL Ñ CL Ñ 0.
Lemma 3.2.11. Let A be an abelian torsion group.
• Then A is the direct sum of its `-torsion subgroup, i.e. the natural mapà
`
A`-tors

Ñ A,
where the sum is taken over all primes `, is an isomorphism.
• Furthermore, for every set of primes L we have the isomorphism
AL 
¹
`PL
At`u,
where
At`u  lim
ÐÝ
mPN
A{`m  A`-tors,t`u  A`-tors,L.
• If A is torsion of finite exponent n, then A  AL for every set of primes L
with n P NpLq.
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Proof. The first statement is clear. The second one uses that n is invertible on
A`-tors if ` does not divide n. So A{n 
±
`|nA`-tors{n and the projective limit gives
the claim. For the last point note that A  A{n  AL.
Lemma 3.2.12 (Direct sums of torsion and divisible groups).
1. The following properties of an abelian group A are equivalent :
• The quotient of A by its maximal divisible subgroup is a torsion group.
• A is the direct sum of its maximal divisible subgroup and a torsion group.
• A is the direct sum of a divisible group and a torsion group.
2. If B is the direct sum of a torsion and a divisible group, then every quotient
of B is.
3. If C is a torsion group and A is the direct sum of a torsion and a divisible
group and
0 Ñ AÑ B Ñ C Ñ 0
is exact, then B is also the direct sum of a torsion and a divisible group.
4. If C is a torsion group with CDiv  0, e.g. if C is of finite exponent, and
0 Ñ AÑ B Ñ C Ñ 0
is exact, then A is the direct sum of a torsion and a divisible group if and
only if B is.
Proof. Easy calculation. See [CT93] Lem./Def. 3.1. For example consider the last
point: ADiv injects into BDiv and BDiv maps to CDiv  0. So ADiv  BDiv and we
get an exact sequence
0 Ñ A{ADiv Ñ B{BDiv Ñ C Ñ 0,
from which follows that A{ADiv is torsion if and only if B{BDiv is torsion, since C
is torsion.
Lemma 3.2.13. Let L be a set of prime numbers and let
0 Ñ D Ñ A
j
Ñ T Ñ 0
be an exact sequence of abelian groups, where D is L-divisible and T is torsion.
Write T  TL-tors ` T 1 where TL-tors is L-torsion and T 1 is L-torsion free. Put
D1  j1pT 1q. Then D1  D is L-divisible and we have
A  D1 ` TL-tors.
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Proof. See [JS03] Lemma 7.8: In the exact sequence
0 Ñ D Ñ D1
j
Ñ T 1 Ñ 0
both D and T 1 are L-divisible, so D1 is, too. Therefore the exact sequence
0 Ñ D1 Ñ A
j
Ñ TL-tors Ñ 0
splits, since every `-primary torsion part of this sequence is exact and splits, using
the fact that `-divisible groups are injective Z`-modules for all ` P L and D1 is
L-divisible.
Lemma 3.2.14. Let L be a set of prime numbers and A be an abelian group whose
L-completion AL has torsion AL,L-tors of finite exponent. Furthermore, assume one
of the following assumptions:
• A is the direct sum of a L-divisible group and a torsion group, or
• AL is torsion of finite exponent.
Then AL-Div  AL-div and AL  AL,L-tors is of finite exponent and
A  AL-Div ` AL,L-tors.
Proof. Consider the exact sequence
0 ÝÑ AL-div ÝÑ A
f
ÝÑ AL.
Since AL-Div  AL-div, in both cases f factors through AL,L-tors which is torsion
of finite exponent. By the second point of 3.2.9 with B  AL,L-tors and the as-
sumption on a finite exponent of AL,L-tors we get AL-Div  AL-div. So A{AL-Div
then injects into AL,L-tors and is therefore torsion of finite exponent. So we get
pA{AL-DivqL  A{AL-Div. Since AL  pA{AL-DivqL we get AL  A{AL-Div is torsion
of finite exponent. So by 3.2.13 we have A  AL-Div `AL (and f is surjective).
Lemma 3.2.15. Let L be set of prime numbers and let L1 be the complementary
set of prime numbers. Let A be an abelian group, AL  lim
ÐÝnPNpLq
A{n and D :
cokerpA
ι
Ñ ALq. Then we have:
• AL is uniquely L1-divisibel and D is L1-divisible.
• Assume that A{n is finite for every integer n P NpLq. Then we have a canon-
ical isomorphism
A{n  AL{n
for all n P NpLq and D is a divisible abelian group, i.e. an injective Z-module.
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• If, furthermore, for every ` P L there exists an integer m  `ν, such that the
`-torsion subgroup AL,`-tors of AL is killed by m, then D is L-torsion free.
Proof. • AL is a ZL-module and every integer m P NpL1q has no prime divisor
in L and is therefore invertible in ZL 
±
`PL Z`. So for any a P AL we have
a unique element b  m1  a with a  m  b. So AL is uniquely L1-divisible
and as a factor of AL the group D is also L1-divisible.
• For every integer n P NpLq the compositum of the natural maps
AÑ AL  lim
ÐÝ
mPNpLq
A{mÑ A{n
factors through
A{nÑ AL{nÑ A{n,
which is the identity map. Therefore, A{n Ñ AL{n is injective. Since the
image of A in AL is dense, the image of A{n Ñ AL{n is also dense. But
with the finiteness of A{n, the image of A{n in AL{n is also finite. Because
AL  lim
ÐÝmPNpLq
A{m is pro-finite and hence a Hausdorff group, the finite
image of A{n is a closed set in AL{n. So A{n Ñ AL{n is also a surjection.
Hence we have isomorphisms of finite groups
A{n  ιpAq{n  AL{n,
where ιpAq is the image of A in AL. For every integer n P NpLq the short
exact sequence
0 // ιpAq // AL // D // 0
now induces the exaxt sequence
0 // nιpAq // nAL // // nD // ιpAq{n
 // AL{n // D{n // 0.
So D{n  0 for every n P NpLq, and D is L-divisible. With the first point
follows that D is also divisible.
• The `-torsion subgroup D`-tors 

mPNpt`uq mD of D is then `-divisible, too: If
a P mD, then there is an b P D with nb  a, so b P nmD.
The surjections nAL  nD from above induce a surjection
AL,`-tors  D`-tors.
If we assume to have an integer m  `ν with m  AL,`-tors  0, then D`-tors is
also killed by m. So we have
D`-tors  D`-tors{m  0
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from the `-divisibility of D`-tors. Therefore D`-tors vanishes for every ` P L. If
there were an element x with nx  0 and n  `e11    `ess with `i P L, then
`e22    `
es
s x P D`1-tors  0. So inductively we get x  0. Therefore, D is
L-torsion free.
3.3 Good divisors and alterations
In this section we will collect some fundamental theorems, which we will use later.
Definition 3.3.1. 1. Let k be a field and Y be a simple normal crossing variety
over k. A good divisor on Y is a reduced closed subscheme Z  Y of pure
codimension 1 such that Z intersects every k-fold intersection
Yi0,i1,...,ik : Yi0 Y Yi1 Y . . .Y Yik
of the irreducible components Yi of Y transversally for any integer k ¥ 0 and
such that U : Y zZ is affine.
2. Let A be discrete valuation ring with residue field k and X be a regular, sepa-
rated and flat scheme of finite type over S  SpecpAq with strict semi-stable
reduction Y  Xs and of pure relative dimension d ¥ 1. Then a divisor
Z  X is called good divisor, if it is flat over S and if the special fibre Zs is
a good divisor of Y .
Theorem 3.3.2. 1. Let k be a field and Y be simple normal crossing variety
over k.
• If Z is a good divisor of Y , then it is a simple normal crossing variety
and the intersections Yi X Z are the connected components of Z, unless
dimYi  1.
• If Y is proper over k and Z is a good divisor of Y with open complement
U  Y zZ, then one has
Héta1pU |k,Z{nq  0  Héta pU |k,Z{nq,
for every a   dimY and every integer n ¥ 1
• If Y is projective over k, then a good divisor always exists.
2. Let A be a henselian discrete valuation ring with residue field k and X be a
regular, separated and flat scheme of finite type over S  SpecpAq with strict
semi-stable reduction Y  Xs and of pure relative dimension d ¥ 1.
• If Z is a good divisor of X, then it is regular and has strict semi-stable
reduction, and is of pure relative dimension d 1.
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• If X is proper over S, k is finite and Z is a good divisor of X with open
complement U  XzZ, then one has
Héta2pUη|S,Z{np1qq  0  Héta3pUs|S,Z{np1qq
for any integer n and every a   d  dimY . Furthermore, the residue
map
∆ : Hétd2pUη|S,Z{np1qq

Ñ Hétd3pUs|S,Z{np1qq
is an isomorphism for every integer n prime to charpkq, and is surjective
for the case charpKq  0, if one replaces Z{np1q by Qp{Zpp1q, where
p  charpkq.
• If X is projective over S and the generic fibre X  Xη is smooth over
the quotient field K of A, then a good divisor always exists.
Proof. See [JS03] Lem. 3.4, Thm. 3.5, Prp. 4.3, Thm. 4.4. For the existence of
the good divisors one needs the Bertini theorems from [JS09] Thm. 1 and Cor. 1,
cf. [Poo04], [Jou83] and [Har77]. To avoid finite field extension for finite fields, one
has to replace the projective embeddings by multiple ones.
Theorem 3.3.3 (Gabber’s refinement of de Jong’s alterations). 1. Let X be a
scheme separated and of finite type over a field k, Z  X a nowhere dense
closed subset, `  charpkq a prime. Then there exists a finite extension k1 of k
of order prime to ` and an `1-alteration g : X 1 Ñ X over Specpk1q Ñ Specpkq,
(i.e. a proper surjective map sending generic points to generic points such that
the corresponding residue field extensions at the generic points are finite with
degree prime to `), with X 1 smooth and quasi-projective over k1 and g1pZq
the support of a simple normal crossings divisor.
2. Let S be an excellent trait, X a scheme separated and of finite type over S, `
a prime invertible on S, Z  X a nowhere dense closed subset. Then there
exists a finite extension S 1 Ñ S of degree prime to ` and an `1-alteration
g : X 1 Ñ X over S 1 Ñ S, a simple normal crossing divisor T 1 in X 1 such
that X 1 is regular and quasi-projective over S 1, Z 1  g1pZq is a subdivisor of
pX 1s1qred Y T
1, (s1 denoting the closed point of S 1), with pX 1, T 1q étale locally
given by X 1  S 1rt1, . . . , tns{pta11    tarr  piq, pi a uniformizing parameter in
S 1, gcdpp, a1, . . . , arq  1, p  charpkq, k the residue field of S, and T 1 
S 1rt1, . . . , tns{ptr 1    tmq.
Proof. See [Ill09] Thm. 1.3 and Thm. 1.4, cf. [dJ96].
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3.4 The structure of SK1 and the kernel of the
reciprocity map
In this section we will transfer the results from the previous sections, where we
analyzed the reciprocity map modulo n, to the usual reciprocity map. Additionally
we are able to determine the structure of SK1pXq, or the kernel of the norm map,
resp., for varieties X over local fields in any dimension. Since the kernel of the
reciprocity map lies in the kernel of the norm map with finite index, we will find,
that in all dimension it is a direct sum of a finite group and a L-divisible group,
where L is a set of prime numbers not containing the residue characteristic p.
Theorem 3.4.1. Let K be the quotient field of a henselian discrete valuation ring
with finite residue field k and let X be a smooth proper geometrically connected
variety over K. Let pigeo1 pXq : kerppiab1 pXq Ñ GabK q be the kernel of the norm map.
Then we have:
pigeo1 pXq  T ` Zˆr,
where T is finite and r is the k-rank of the special fiber of the Néron model of the
Albanese variety of X.
Proof. See [JS03] Theorem 7.1. The prime-to-charpkq-part is due to Grothendieck
and the charpkq-part comes from Yoshida [Yos03].
Lemma 3.4.2. Let K be a henselian valuation field with finite residue field.
1. If f : V ÑM is a proper surjective morphism with V andM of finite type over
K, then the push-forward map, called norm map, has cokerpf : SK1pV q Ñ
SK1pMqq of finite exponent.
2. If, furthermore, M  SpecpKq and V is non-empty, then cokerNV |K :
coker f is finite.
Proof. See [JS03] Lem. 6.2: It uses that norm groups are of finite index in K,
and that for a finite and flat morphism, there is a pull-back map f with f  f 
rκpV q : κpMqs.
Proposition 3.4.3. Let K be a henselian valuation field with finite residue field.
1. Let V be a geometrically irreducible and proper variety over K. Assume one
of the following conditions:
• charpKq  0,
• V is smooth and projective over K.
Then the kernel kerpNV |Kq of the norm map NV |K : SK1pV q Ñ K is a direct
sum of a divisible group and a torsion group.
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2. If U is an open subset of such a V with U  V and dimU ¥ 1, then SK1pUq
is a direct sum of a divisible group and a torsion group.
3. If V is in addition a curve over K, i.e. dimV  1, then we can replace
"torsion" by "finite" in the statements above.
Proof. Cf. [Sat05] Prp. 2.3 and [JS03] Prp. 6.3. The statement is step by step
reduced to a curve. If V is a geometrically irreducible, smooth and proper curve (=
projective curve by [Liu02] Ex.7.5.4), the problem is solved in [Sai85a] Thm. 4.1
and [Yos03] Thm. 5.1, respectively, for local fields. But the whole proof also works
for henselian valuation fields with finite residue fields. Now let charpKq  0:
• If V is a geometrically irreducible proper, but not smooth, curve over the
perfect field K, then the normalisation map V 1 Ñ V is finite and birational
and V 1 is a geometrically irreducible, projective and smooth curve over K,
since charpKq  0. Let Z 1 be the exceptional divisor, which consists only of
a finite set of points, and let Z be its image in V . Then the cokernel coker1
of SK1pZ 1q Ñ SK1pZq is finite, since it is the cokernel of a finite sum of norm
maps between finite field extensions of K. With V 1zZ 1  V zZ, we get a
commutative diagram of exact sequences
SK1pZ
1q //

SK1pV
1q //
f

SK1pV
1zZ 1q // 0
SK1pZq //

SK1pV q //

SK1pV zZq //

0
coker1 // coker f // 0.
So we have a surjection coker1  coker f, showing that coker f is finite.
And we have an exact diagram
0 // kerpNV 1|Kq //

SK1pV
1q
NV 1|K //
f

impNV 1|Kq // _

0
0 // kerpNV |Kq //

SK1pV q
NV |K //

impNV |Kq //

0
0 // coker2 // coker f // coker3 // 0.
So coker2 is also finite. Therefore with kerpNV 1|Kq, the group kerpNV |Kq is a
direct sum of a finite group and a divisible group, too, by 3.2.12.
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• Now let V be a geometrically irreducible projective variety over K of di-
mension ¥ 2 and let α P kerpNV |Kq be represented by a finite sum
°
xPV0
ax
with ax P κpxq. Following Salberger’s argument (c.f. the proof of [CT93]
Prp. 3.3) we take a finite normal extension L of K, in which every of the
finite number of points x with ax  1 becomes L-rational. So every preimage
y P VL : V bK L of such a x under the map f : VL Ñ V is L-rational. So
by a Bertini theorem ([Jou83] Cor. I.6.11, Thm. II.5.1, resp.) there is a ge-
ometrically irreducible and projective curve C in VL over L running through
all the finite number of points y which maps to the points x with ax  1.
Consider the diagram
kerpNC|Lq

kerpNV |Kq
f // kerpNVL|Lq
f // kerpNV |Kq
So fpαq 
°
yPVL,0
ay lies in the image of kerpNC|Lq with ay  afpyq P κpyq.
So by the previous point about curves, there is a natural number n such
that fpnαq lies in the maximal divisible subgroup of kerpNVL|Lq. Since the
compositum ff is multiplication with m  rL : Ks, we have that
mnα  ff
pnαq
lies in the maximal divisible subgroup of kerpNV |Kq. So modulo the maximal
divisible subgroup, every element in kerpNV |Kq is torsion.
• Let V be a geometrically irreducible and proper variety over K. Then by
Chow’s Lemma there is a projective variety V 1 over K with a projective and
birational morphism f : V 1 Ñ V . So V 1 is also geometrically irreducible and
we get a commutative diagram of exact sequences
0 // kerpNV 1|Kq //

SK1pV
1q
NV 1|K //
f

impNV 1|Kq // _

0
0 // kerpNV |Kq //

SK1pV q
NV |K //

impNV |Kq //

0
0 // coker4 // coker f // coker5 // 0,
where coker f is torsion of finite exponent by 3.4.2. Since coker4 is also torsion
of finite exponent and kerpNV 1|Kq is the direct sum of a divisible group and a
torsion group, this also holds for kerpNV |Kq by 3.2.12.
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• If U is a proper open subset of such a V with closed complement Z then we
have the diagram:
0 // kerpNZ|Kq //

SK1pZq
NZ|K //
f

impNZ|Kq // _

0
0 // kerpNV |Kq //

SK1pV q
NV |K //

impNV |Kq //

0
0 // coker6 // SK1pUq // coker7 // 0,
where coker7 is finite as a quotient of norm groups in K. As the image of
kerpNV |Kq the group coker6 is the direct sum of a divisible and torsion group.
And the image of coker6 has finite index in SK1pUq. Therefore SK1pUq is also
the direct sum of a divisible and a torsion group by 3.2.12.
For the other case we use the same methods. Note that the normalisation of a
curve is not smooth in general (cf. [Har77] Ex. III.10.1) if we drop the assumption
charpKq  0. Therefore, we have to assume smoothness. Since Chow’s Lemma
could lead to singularities, we also have to assume projectivity. Luckily, Bertini’s
Theorem preserves smoothness, so that all the arguments work in this restricted
case.
Remark 3.4.4. If one tries to proof that the L-completion of the kernel of the
norm map is torsion by the same methods, then one is faced with the problem that
an element of SK1pXqL is not given by a finite sum over closed points of some
elements from κpxqL , because the L-completion does not commute with direct sums.
So Salberger’s argument does not work in that case.
Lemma 3.4.5. Let K be the quotient field of a henselian discrete valuation ring
with finite residue field k and let X be a smooth proper geometrically connected
variety over K. Assume that charpKq  0 or that X is projective over K. Let
V pXq : kerpSK1pXq
N
Ñ Kq be the kernel of the norm map. Then we have:
1. ρXpV pXqq is a finite subgroup of pigeo1 pXq.
2. ker ρX and V pXq are the direct sums of the divisible group D  SK1pXqDiv
and torsion groups.
3. pker ρXqL equals kerpρXL q for every set of prime numbers L, i.e. we have
lim
ÐÝ
nPNpLq
pker ρXq{n  lim
ÐÝ
nPNpLq
ker ρXn .
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4. cokerpρXq has a finite torsion subgroup.
Proof. 1. See [JS03] Theorem 7.2 and cf. [Sza00]. The first statement follows
from 3.4.3, which shows that V pXq is the direct sum of a torsion group and
a divisible group. So the image of V pXq is torsion and by the structure of
pigeo1 pXq in 3.4.1 finite.
2. Consider the reciprocity map ρX : SK1pXq Ñ piab1 pXq. We have
ρXpSK1pXqDivq  pi
ab
1 pXqDiv  0
since piab1 pXq is a pro-finite group. So SK1pXqDiv  ker ρX is the maximal
divisible subgroup of ker ρX . Consider the commutative and exact diagram
0 // ker ρX|
//
 _

ker ρX // _

0

0 // V pXq //
ρX
|

SK1pXq
NX|K //
ρX

impNX|Kq _
ρK
|

// 0
0 // pigeo1 pXq //

piab1 pXq //

GabK
//

0
0 // coker ρX|
// coker ρX // coker ρK|
// 0,
where ρK| denotes the restriction of the local reciprocity map
ρK : K ãÑ GabK ,
which is injective, and beside this has cokerpρKq  Zˆ{Z by local class field
theory. It induces the exactness after the dotted line in the diagram. We get
a sequence of inclusions of abelian groups
SK1pXqDiv  ker ρ
X  V pXq  SK1pXq.
It follows that pker ρXqDiv  V pXqDiv  SK1pXqDiv and we get an injection
ker ρX{ SK1pXqDiv  V pXq{V pXqDiv,
where the last group is torsion by 3.4.3.
3. The groups piab1 pXq, pi
geo
1 pXq, K, impNX|Kq have finite torsion subgroups. To
show, that coker ρX only has a finite torsion subgroup, we note that ρXpV pXqq
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is a finite subgroup of pigeo1 pXq  T ` Zˆr. So cokerpρX| q  T 1` Zˆr with a finite
T 1, has only a finite torsion subgroup. And the local reciprocity map ρK and
the inclusion impNX|Kq  K give an exact diagram
0

// 0 //

cokerpNX|Kq
0 // impNX|Kq //
ρK
|

K //
ρK

cokerpNX|Kq

// 0
0 // GabK

GabK
//

0 //

0
coker ρK|
// coker ρK // 0,
which induce the exact sequence
0 ÝÑ cokerpNX|Kq ÝÑ coker ρ
K
| ÝÑ coker ρ
K ÝÑ 0
by the snake lemma. Furthermore, coker ρK  Zˆ{Z is torsion free and
cokerpNX|Kq is finite by 3.4.2. Therefore, with coker ρK| and coker ρ
X
| , the
group coker ρX has only a finite torsion subgroup pcoker ρXqtors. So by 3.2.10
the whole first diagram stays exact after any L-completion. In particular we
have the equality pker ρXqL  kerpρXL q.
Theorem 3.4.6. Let X be an irreducible, proper and smooth surface, i.e. dimX 
2 over a local field K and let L be a set of prime numbers not containing charpKq.
Then the kernel of the reciprocity map ker ρX is the direct sum a finite group and
a L-divisible group.
Proof. See [JS03] Thm. 1.8, cf. [Sai85a], [Sza00].
Theorem 3.4.7. Let S  SpecpAq be the spectrum of a henselian discrete valuation
ring A with quotient field K and finite residue field k. Let f : XÑ S be a regular,
proper, flat scheme over S with smooth and connected generic fiber X and strict
semi-stable reduction Y as the special fiber. Assume moreover that charpKq  0
or that f is projective. Let Y 

vPI Yv be a fixed ordering of the irreducible
components of Y and let ΓY be the dual complex to pY, pYiqiPI , pI, qq.
Furthermore, let L either be a set of prime numbers not containing p  charpkq, or
let charpKq  0 and p P L with the additionally assumption that the specialisation
map
HK2 pX|S,Z{pνp1qq  HK2 pY |S,Z{pνp1qq
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is a natural isomorphism for all ν ¥ 1, which by 2.5.9 and 2.5.11 is the case if f
is projective and
HK4 pX|S,Qp{Zpp1qq is p-divisible.
Then we have:
1. For every integer n P NpLq the reciprocity map modulo n fits into a commu-
tative diagram of exact sequences of finite groups
H2pΓY ,Z{nq // SK1pXq{n

ρXn // piab1 pXq{n

// H1pΓY ,Z{nq // 0,
H2pΓY ,Z{nq // CH0pY q{n
ρYn // piab1 pY q{n // H1pΓY ,Z{nq // 0.
2. The L-completion of the reciprocity map fits into a commutative diagram of
exact sequences of finitely generated ZL-modules
H2pΓY ,ZLq // SK1pXqL

ρXL // piab1 pXqL

// H1pΓY ,ZLq // 0,
H2pΓY ,ZLq // CH0pY qL
ρYL // piab1 pY qL // H1pΓY ,ZLq // 0,
where ker ρYL and ker ρXL are quotients of H2pΓY ,ZLq. ker ρYL is finite and
equals H0ppiab1 pY rsqLq.
3. If f is projective, then ker ρX and V pXq are the direct sums of their maximal
L-divisible subgroup and their L-completion ker ρXL , V pXqL resp., which is a
finite (!) L-torsion group.
4. If, furthermore, charpKq  0 and the above assumption on p holds, then we
get
coker ρX  H1pΓY , Zˆq `DX ,
where DX : cokerpSK1pXq
ι1Ñ SˆK1pXqq is a uniquely divisible group, and we
get an exact sequence:
H2pΓY , Zˆq `DX // SK1pXq
ρX // piab1 pXq // H1pΓY , Zˆq `DX // 0,
where DX : SK1pXqDiv is divisible.
Proof. 1. This is a recapitulation of 3.1.4.
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2. This conclusion comes from the first point by taking the inverse limit over
NpLq. For this, note, that the universal coefficient theorem yields the exact
sequences
0 Ñ HipΓY ,Zq bZ AÑ HipΓY , Aq Ñ TorZ1 pHi1pΓY ,Zq, Aq Ñ 0,
for i  1, 2 and every abelian group A. Taking the limit over the projective
system given by the groups A  Z{n for n P NpLq the Tor1-term vanishes in
the limit, since Hi1pΓY ,Zq has a finite torsion subgroup, and we get
lim
ÐÝ
nPNpLq
HipΓY ,Z{nq  lim
ÐÝ
nPNpLq
HipΓY ,Zq bZ Z{n  HipΓY ,Zq bZ ZL.
The last isomorphism is true, because HipΓY ,Zq is a finitely generated Z-
module. So HipΓY ,Zq bZ ZL is a finitely generated ZL-module. Furthermore,
taking A  ZL in the coefficients sequence above, we get
HipΓY ,Zq bZ ZL  HipΓY ,ZLq,
because ZL is torsion free, i.e. a flat Z-module. So the stated diagram follows.
Since piab1 pXq is a finitely generated pro-finite group and H2pΓY ,ZLq is a
finitely generated ZL-module, the group SK1pXqL also is a finitely generated
ZL-module.
3. Since by 3.4.5 ρXpV pXqq is finite, we have that ker ρX  V pXq is of finite
index. So the two statements are equivalent by 3.2.12. We argue by induction
on d  dimX. For d  1 this is due to [Sai85a] Thm. 4.1 and [Yos03] Thm.
5.1 as formulated in 3.4.3. The case d  2 is due to [JS03] Thm. 1.8, see
3.4.6. And we will follow an analogue strategy for d ¥ 3. Let Z  X be a
good divisor from 3.3.2 and U  XzZ be the open complement.
• First of all we show that for almost all ` P L and every ν ¥ 1 we have
that
ker ρX`ν  impSK1pZηq{`
νq.
Therefore consider the commutative diagram with exact rows coming
from the niveau spectral sequence 2.1.6 for the étale homology theory
over S, where we omit the twist p1q in the coefficient for brevity, cf.
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3.1.4:
SK1pZηq{`
ν

H0pX,Z{`νq //

HK2 pX,Z{`νq
α //

SK1pXq{`
ν

H0pUη,Z{`νq
γ //
a

HK2 pUη,Z{`νq
h //
b

SK1pUηq{`
ν

H0pUη,Q`{Z`qr`νs // HK2 pUη,Q`{Z`qr`νs 0
where we can identify impαq with ker ρX`ν by 3.1.4. The maps a and b are
surjective as a part of a coefficient sequence, cf. 2.4.14:
HK3 pUη,Q`{Z`p1qq{`ν ãÑ HK2 pUη,Z{`νp1qq HK2 pUη,Q`{Z`p1qqr`νs.
We now want to show that γ is surjective, i.e. h is the zero map, at least
for almost all primes ` P L.
For d  2 this was done in [JS03]: b is an isomorphism by the coefficient
sequence above and the vanishing of HK3 pUηq by an dimension argument.
The bottom map is an isomorphisms by [JS03] Lem. 6.5 and 3.3.2 for
`  p. So γ is then clearly surjective for every ` P Lztpu.
Now let d ¥ 3 and consider the exact sequence
H0pUη,Q`{Z`q // HK2 pUη,Q`{Z`q // SK1pUηq bQ`{Z`.
Since Uη is the complement of a good divisor and with d ¥ 3, by 3.3.2
we get
H0pUη|S,Q`{Z`p1qq  0.
Furthermore, by 3.4.3 the group SK1pUηq is the direct sum of a divisible
group and a torsion group, therefore SK1pUηqbQ`{Z` vanishes, too, from
which follows that
HK2 pUη|S,Q`{Z`p1qq  0.
We show that b is injective for almost all ` P L with help of the coefficient
sequence from above. Consider the commutative and exact diagram with
Q`{Z`p1q-coefficients:
HK3 pZηq //
`µ

HK3 pXq //
`µ

HK3 pUηq //
`µ

HK2 pZηq //
`µ

HK2 pZηq
`µ

HK3 pZηq // H
K
3 pXq // H
K
3 pUηq // H
K
2 pZηq // H
K
2 pZηq.
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Now by 2.5.8, 2.5.11 resp., and 2.4.13 we have identifications
HKi pZη|S,Q`{Z`p1qq  HKi pZs|S,Q`{Z`p1qq  HipΓZs ,Q`{Z`q,
HKi pX|S,Q`{Z`p1qq  HKi pY |S,Q`{Z`p1qq  HipΓY ,Q`{Z`q,
for `  p  charpkq and the universal coefficient theorem for Γ  ΓZs ,ΓY :
0 Ñ HipΓ,Zq bQ`{Z` Ñ HipΓ,Q`{Z`q Ñ Hi1pΓ,Zq`-tors Ñ 0.
So if ` does not divide the finite order of Hi1pΓ,Zqtors, then the first map
is an isomorphism and HipΓ,Q`{Z`q is uniquely divisible. Therefore, if `
does not divide the finite number
p #H1pΓZs ,Zqtors #H2pΓZs ,Zqtors #H1pΓY ,Zqtors #H2pΓY ,Zqtors,
the four outer multiplications in the `µ-diagram are isomorphisms and
the five-lemma yields that HK3 pUη,Q`{Z`p1qq is uniquely `-divisible. So
HK3 pUη,Q`{Z`p1qq{`ν  0
and the map
HK2 pUη|S,Z{`νp1qq Ñ HK2 pUη|S,Q`{Z`p1qqr`νs  0
is injective and therefore both groups are zero. It follows that the map
γ in the first diagram is surjective and h is the zero map. So, since
SK1pZηq{`
ν Ñ SK1pXq{`
ν Ñ SK1pUηq{`
ν Ñ 0
is exact and h  0, we get that
ker ρX`ν  imα  ker pSK1pXq{`
ν  SK1pUηq{`νq  impSK1pZηq{`νq
for almost all ` P L and every ν ¥ 1.
• We now show that for almost all ` P L and every ν ¥ 1 we even have
ker ρX`ν  impV pZηq{`
νq,
where V pZηq is the kernel of the norm map. If ` does not divide # cokerpNZη |Kq,
which is finite by 3.4.2, we get the commutative diagram with exact rows
0 // kerpNZη |Kq{`
ν //

SK1pZηq{`
ν
NZη |K //
γ

K{`ν // 0
0 // kerpNX|Kq{`
ν // SK1pXq{`
ν
NX|K //
ρX`ν

K{`ν //
ρK`νo

0
piab1 pXq{`
ν N // GabK {`
ν // 0,
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where ρK`ν is an isomorphism by local class field theory. So if y P SK1pZηq
is a preimage of x P ker ρX`ν , then it follows that N  ρX`ν  γpyq  0. By
this diagram it follows that NZη |Kpyq  0, hence the claim.
• Let L1  L is the set of prime numbers where the finite number of primes
from above are removed, then by induction V pZηq is the direct sum of a
finite (!) group T and a L1-divisible group D. Note that we do not have
to assume the condition on p  charpkq for Z, because we removed it
from L1. So if ` P L1 does not divide #T , then V pZηq is `-divisible and
therefore V pZηq{`ν vanishes. Since ker ρX`ν lies in the image of V pZηq{`ν
it also vanishes. Therefore ker ρX`ν vanishes for almost all ` P L and every
ν ¥ 1.
• It also follows that for almost all ` P L we have that
ker ρXt`u  limÐÝ
ν¥1
ker ρX`ν  0.
• Since by 3.4.5 ker ρX is the direct sum of a divisible group and torsion
group, it is also the direct sum of a L-divisible group and a L-torsion
group by 3.2.13 and we get by 3.2.11:
ker ρX  pker ρXqL-Div `
à
`PL
 
ker ρX{pker ρXqL-Div

`-tors
and therefore
pker ρXqL 
¹
`PL
pker ρXqt`u.
Since
pker ρXqL1  ker ρ
X
L1
by 3.4.5 for every set of prime numbers L1, we have by the previous
points that pker ρXqt`u  0 for almost all ` P L and we get
ker ρXL 
¹
`PL1
pker ρXqt`u  ker ρ
X
L1 ,
where L1 is only a finite (!) set of prime numbers.
• Since ker ρXL1 is a finitely generated ZL1-module as a quotient of H2pΓY ,ZL1q
it only has a finite torsion subgroup, because L1 is finite. Again with
the fact that ker ρXL1  pker ρXqL1 and that ker ρX is the direct sum of a
divisible group and a torsion group it follows from 3.2.14 that ker ρXL1 is
finite. With ker ρXL1  ker ρXL also ker ρXL is finite and 3.2.14 again gives
us that
ker ρX  ker ρXL ` pker ρ
XqL-Div
is the direct sum of the finite L-torsion group ker ρXL and the L-divisible
group pker ρXqL-Div.
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• We also mention the following: With the three exact sequences of finite
groups
ker ρXn
  // SK1pXq{n // pi
ab
1 pXq{n // coker ρ
X
n
// 0,
npcoker ρ
Xq // pim ρXq{n // piab1 pXq{n // pcoker ρ
Xq{n // 0,
pker ρXq{n // SK1pXq{n // pim ρ
Xq{n // 0,
and with coker ρXn  pcoker ρXq{n follows that
# ker ρXn  #pSK1pXq{nq #pcoker ρ
X
n q { #ppi
ab
1 pXq{nq
¤ #pSK1pXq{nq #pnpcoker ρ
Xqq { #ppim ρXq{nq
¤ #ppker ρXq{nq #pnpcoker ρ
Xqq
¤ # ker ρXL #pcoker ρ
Xqtors
is bounded with respect to n P NpLq. Note, that the both last groups
are finite and independent of n.
4. By charpKq  0 and the condition on p we can choose L to be the set of all
primes. Consider the commutative diagram
0 // ker ι0 _

// SK1pXqdiv // _

0

0 // ker ρX //
ι0

SK1pXq
ρX //
ι1

piab1 pXq // coker ρ
X //

0
0 // ker ρˆX //

SˆK1pXq
ρˆX //

pˆiab1 pXq //

coker ρˆX //

0
0 // DX DX //

0 0
0,
where DX : cokerpSK1pXq
ι1Ñ SˆK1pXqq. The isomorphism piab1 pXq  pˆiab1 pXq
induces the equality pker ρXqdiv  SK1pXqdiv. So if we mod out these groups
on both sides, the snake lemma yields the exact sequence
0 Ñ ker ρX{ SK1pXqdiv Ñ ker ρˆ
X Ñ DX Ñ coker ρ
X Ñ coker ρˆX Ñ 0.
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Since SK1pXq{n is finite by the first point and ker ρX{n lies in the exact
sequence
n impρ
Xq Ñ ker ρX{nÑ SK1pXq{n,
where n impρXq and ker ρX{n are also finite. Furthermore, we have that
pker ρX qˆ  ker ρˆX by 3.4.5 and by the second point that ker ρˆX is a finitely
generated Zˆ-module. Since piab1 pXq is also a finitely generated Zˆ-module,
SˆK1pXq also is. By 3.2.15 we get that DX is an uniquely divisible group,
since every `-torsion of a finitely generated Zˆ-module is finite. By the last
point we have that ker ρˆX is finite and with 3.2.14 we see that ι0 is surjective.
Since DX is uniquely divisible the exact sequence
0 Ñ DX Ñ coker ρ
X Ñ coker ρˆX Ñ 0
therfore splits. By the second point we have coker ρˆX  H1pΓY , Zˆq. Since
ˆpker ρXq is of finite exponent we get with 3.2.15 and 3.4.5 that
pker ρXqdiv  pker ρ
XqDiv  SK1pXqDiv,
and
ker ρX  ˆpker ρXq ` SK1pXqDiv.
Corollary 3.4.8. Let K be the field of fractions of an excellent henselian discrete
valuation ring A with finite residue field k, e.g. K a local field. Let X be a proper
and smooth variety over K and let L be a set of prime numbers not containing
charpkq. Then the kernel of the reciprocity map ker ρX is the direct sum of a finite
group and a L-divisible group. If X, furthermore, is geometrically connected over
K, then also the kernel of the norm map V pXq is the direct sum of a finite group
and a L-divisible group.
Proof. By 3.3.3 there is a de Jong alteration g : X1 Ñ X and where X 1  X1η is
smooth projective and where Y 1red is a simple normal crossing variety, Y 1 : X1s. So
X1 satisfies the condition on 3.4.7. Note, that Y 1 and Y 1red have the same niveau
spectral sequence and homology groups. Let m be the degree of g. By [JS03] Lem.
7.4 the cokernel of
g : H
K
a pX
1|K,Z{np1qq Ñ HKa pX|K,Z{np1qq
is of exponent m for every integer n not divided by charpKq by an analogue ar-
gument like in 3.4.2. So if we choose n  `ν with ` P L not dividing m the map
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g is surjective, since HKa pX|K,Z{np1qq is `-torsion. So we get the commutative
diagram
HKa pX
1|K,Z{`νq // //

HKa pX|K,Z{`νp1qq

ker ρX
1
`ν
// ker ρX`ν
and therefore a surjection
ker ρX
1
`ν  ker ρX`ν
for every prime ` P L not dividing m and every ν ¥ 1. Because # ker ρX 1`ν is
uniformly bounded by the proof of 3.4.7, ker ρX`ν also is with respect to these integers.
(Indeed, they vanish for almost all `.) It only remains the finite number of primes
`|m. But for these primes we can find an `1-alteration by 3.3.3 of degree m1 prime
to ` and using the same argument as before. So we get that # ker ρXn is uniformly
bounded with respect to n P NpLq. So ker ρXL is finite and 3.2.14 again gives us the
claim, since ker ρXL  pker ρXqL and ker ρX is the direct sum of a torsion group and
a divisible group by 3.4.5. Since ker ρX  V pXq is of finite index by 3.4.5, the same
holds for V pXq by 3.2.12.
Remark 3.4.9. In the setting of 3.4.8 we had to exclude p  charpkq from L even
if charpKq  0, in contrast to the dim ¤ 2 case 3.4.6. This is because we had to
deal with two problems:
• The alteration theorem only works outside the prime p.
• We had to assume the Kato conjecture for HK4 pX|S,Qp{Zpp1qq, which is
not proven for p yet. For a relative surface this group clearly vanishes by a
dimension argument, so that problem did not occure in this case.
To avoid these problems we would have to show that the p-completion of V pXq is
finite, or, equivalently, that ker ρXpν is bounded with respect to ν ¥ 1. This was
shown in [JS03] for surfaces also using a dimension argument.
3.5 The kernel of the reciprocity map and its
reduction
In this section we want to discuss if the kernel of the reciprocity map modulo n of
a smooth and projective variety over a local field with strict semi-stable reduction
injects into the corresponding kernel of its reduction.
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Proposition 3.5.1. Let d1 ¥ 2 be a fixed integer. If, with the conditions in 3.4.7,
we have canonical isomorphisms
ker ρXn  ker ρ
Y
n
for all projective schemes X like in 3.4.7 of relative dimension d1, then it holds in
every dimension ¥ d1.
Proof. Let the notions be like in 3.4.7 and let X be projective of relative dimen-
sion d ¥ d1   1 ¥ 3. Consider the big diagram from 2.5.6, where Hap_q 
Hap_|S,Z{np1qq:
E21,1pXηq
∆

// cokerpXηq
 //
δ

HK2 pXηq
∆2o

d2 // E20,1pXηq
∆

ρ
Xη
n // H1pXηq
δ

 // // HK1 pXηq
∆1o

E21,2pXsq // H1pXsq
 // HK2 pXsq
d2 // E20,2pXsq
ρXsn // H2pXsq
 // // HK1 pXsq
where cokerpXηq  cokerpE20,0pXηq Ñ H0pXηqq. The isomorphism ∆2 induces a
surjection
spn : ker ρ
Xη
n  ker ρXsn .
And by definition we have
ker spn  ker
 
E20,1pXηq
ρ
Xη
n `∆ÝÑ H1pXηq ` E
2
0,2pXsq

.
From 3.1.5 we get an exact sequence
H0pXηq ` E
2
1,2pXsq ÝÑ H1pXsq ÝÑ E
2
0,1pXηq ÝÑ H1pXηq ` E
2
0,2pXsq.
So ker spn vanishes, if and only if the first map is surjective. By induction on the
dimension we will reduce this problem to d  d1 ¥ 2:
By 3.3.2 there is a "good divisor" Z  X, which then is a projective, flat, reg-
ular scheme of relative dimension d  1 ¥ d1 ¥ 2 with smooth generic fibre and
strict semi-stable reduction. Let U  XzZ be the open complement. We get a
commutative diagram of exact sequences
H0pZηq ` E
2
1,2pZsq // //
 (( ((
H1pZsq
0 //

E20,1pZηq

  // H1pZηq ` E
2
0,2pZsq

H0pXηq ` E
2
1,2pXsq //

H1pXsq //

E20,1pXηq //

H1pXηq ` E
2
0,2pXsq

H0pUηq ` E
2
1,2pUsq // H1pUsq // E
2
0,1pUηq // H1pUηq ` E
2
0,2pUsq,
0
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where the zero map in the first line comes by induction and where H1pUsq vanishes
by 3.3.2 because 1  2 3 and 2   d1  1 ¤ d by assumption on d. So the dotted
line is surjective and, therefore, the first map in the middle line, too. This implies
the statement.
Remark 3.5.2. 1. The assumption of 3.5.1 on the kernels of the reciprocity
maps is always true for dimension 0, 1. Unfortunately, the induction step
using the vanishing result for the open complement of a good divisor from
3.3.2 ends at relative dimension 2. So the statement can not be reduced to
relative curves or points. So the question arises if the two kernels are always
isomorphic.
2. If there exists an counterexample in a dimension d˜, then by 3.5.1 there also
will be a counterexample X in relative dimension 2. And X A PbrA is then a
good candidate for a counterexample in relative dimension r   2.
3. To get a criterion for a variety to be a counterexample of 3.5.1 consider the
following: If we have
#H0pXηq #E
2
1,2pXsq   #H1pXsq
then the map
H0pXηq ` E
2
1,2pXsq ÝÑ H1pXsq
can not be surjective and therefore the kernels of the reciprocity maps modulo
n must differ. So the task is to estimate the three terms. Put X  Xη and
Y  Xs. And let n be an integer not divided by the residue characteristic
p  charpkq.
a) By 2.5.3 we have
E21,2pY |S,Z{np1qq  E21,0pY |k,Z{np0qq.
And by 2.2.4 there is a first quadrant spectral sequence of homological
type
IE˜1r,t  E
2
t,0pY
rrsq ùñ H˜r tpY q  E
2
r t,0pY q,
leading to the exact sequence:
IE˜20,1 // E
2
1,0pY q //
IE˜21,0 // 0.
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With 3.1.4 for smooth varieties we get:
IE˜20,1  coker

IE˜10,1 Ð
IE˜11,1
	
 coker
 
E20,1pY
r0sq Ð E20,1pY
r1sq

 coker
 
H1pY
r0s|k,Z{nq Ð H1pY r1s|k,Z{nq

 coker
 
H2d1pY r0s,Z{npdqq Ð H2d3pY r1s,Z{npd 1qq

 ker
 
H2pY r0s,Z{nq Ñ H2pY r1s,Z{nq
_
,
IE˜21,0  H

IE˜10,0 Ð
IE˜11,0 Ð
IE˜12,0
	
 H
 
E20,0pY
r0sq Ð E20,0pY
r1sq Ð E20,0pY
r2sq

 H
 
CH0pY
r0sq{nÐ CH0pY
r1sq{nÐ CH0pY
r2sq{n.

So we get inequalities
#E21,0pY |k,Z{nqq ¤ #IE˜20,1 #IE˜21,0
¤ #H2pY r0s,Z{nq #H1pCH0pY rsq{nq.
Furthermore, let Γ  Galpk|kq  Zˆ be the absolute Galois group of k and
Z be the base change of a k-variety Z with k, then the Hochschild-Serre
spectral sequence
E˜p,q2  H
ppΓ,HqpZq, F q ùñ Hp qpZ, F q
gives short exact sequences
0 Ñ Hm1pZ, F qΓ Ñ H
mpZ, F q Ñ HmpZ, F qΓ Ñ 0.
So we get
#H2pY r0s,Z{nq  #H2pY r0s,Z{nqΓ #H1pY r0s,Z{nqΓ.
b) By 2.5.3 and 3.1.3 we get
H1pY |S,Z{np1qq  H1pY |k,Z{np0qq  H2pY,Z{nq_.
And by 2.4.6 there is a first quadrant spectral sequence of cohomological
type
IEr,q1  H
qpY rrs,Z{nq ùñ IEr q  Hr qpY,Z{nq,
leading to the exact sequence
IE0,12 //
IE2,02 // kerp
IE2 Ñ IE0,22 q //
IE1,12 //
IE3,02 ,
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where we have
IE0,12  ker
 
IE0,11 Ñ
IE1,11

 ker
 
H1pY r0s,Z{nq Ñ H1pY r1s,Z{nq

 coker
 
piab1 pY
r0sq{nÐ piab1 pY
r1sq{n
_
 coker
 
CH0pY
r0sq{nÐ CH0pY
r1sq{n
_
 pCH0pY q{nq
_ ,
IE2,02  H
 
IE1,01 Ñ
IE2,01 Ñ
IE3,01

 H
 
H0pY r1s,Z{nq Ñ H0pY r2s,Z{nq Ñ H0pY r3s,Z{nq,

 H2pΓY ,Z{nq_,
IE0,22  ker
 
IE0,21 q Ñ
IE1,21 q

 ker
 
H2pY r0s,Z{nq Ñ H2pY r1s,Z{nq

,
IE1,12  H
 
IE0,11 Ñ
IE1,11 Ñ
IE2,11

 H
 
H1pY r0s,Z{nq Ñ H1pY r1s,Z{nq Ñ H1pY r2s,Z{nq

 H
 
piab1 pY
r0sq{nÐ piab1 pY
r1sq{nÐ piab1 pY
r2sq{n
_
 H
 
CH0pY
r0sq{nÐ CH0pY
r1sq{nÐ CH0pY
r2sq{n
_
,
IE3,02  H
 
IE2,01 Ñ
IE3,01 Ñ
IE4,01

 H
 
H0pY r2s,Z{nq Ñ H0pY r3s,Z{nq Ñ H0pY r4s,Z{nq,

 H3pΓY ,Z{nq_.
So we get inequalities:
#H1pY r0s,Z{nq #H2pY,Z{nq #H3pΓY ,Z{nq
¥ #IE0,12 #
IE2 #IE3,02
¥ #IE0,12 # kerp
IE2 Ñ IE0,22 q #
IE3,02
¥ #IE2,02 #
IE1,12
 #H2pΓY ,Z{nq #H1
 
CH0pY
rsq{n

.
And the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence again gives:
#H1pY r0s,Z{nq  #H0pY r0s,Z{nqΓ #H1pY
r0s
,Z{nqΓ.
c) By 2.5.3 and 3.1.3 and 2.4.3 we get
H0pX|S,Z{np1qq  H0pX|K,Z{np1qq
 H2dpX,Z{npd  1qq
 H2pX,Z{nq_.
Now, let G  GalpK|Kq be the absolute Galois group of K, I  G
its inertia subgroup, and Γ  Zˆ the factor group corresponding to the
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maximal unramified extension K˜ of K. For a K-variety Z, let Z, Z˜
resp., be the base change with K, K˜ resp.. By [NSW08] Thm 7.1.8. we
have cdn I ¤ 1 and also cdn Γ ¤ 1. So the Hochschild-Serre spectral
sequence yields the short exact sequences
0 // H1pX˜,Z{nqΓ // H2pX,Z{nq // H2pX˜,Z{nqΓ // 0,
0 // H1pX,Z{nqI // H2pX˜,Z{nq // H2pX,Z{nqI // 0,
0 // H0pX,Z{nqI // H1pX˜,Z{nq // H1pX,Z{nqI // 0.
So we get the inequalitiy
#H2pXq  #H1pX˜qΓ #H
2pX˜qΓ
¤ #pH0pXqIqΓ #pH
1pXqIqΓ #pH
1pXqIq
Γ #pH2pXqIqΓ
 #H0pXqG  p#H1pXqGq2 #H2pXqG,
since n is prime to p, the inertia subgroup I operates only via its tame
quotient, which is a monothetic pro-finite group. So the order of the fix
module and cofix module coincide in the equalities above.
Joining the first three points together we get the following statement:
Proposition 3.5.3. If the inequality with Z{n-coefficients
#H2pΓY q ¡ #H3pΓY q #H
0pY
r0s
qΓ 

#H1pY
r0s
qΓ
	2
#H2pY
r0s
qΓ
#H0pXqG 
 
#H1pXqG
2
#H2pXqG
holds, then the surjection ker ρXn  ker ρYn is not injective.
Remark 3.5.4. If in the setting of 3.5.3 one does not have information over the
étale cohomology groups of X, one can estimate them with the cohomological spectral
sequence of vanishing cycles [RZ82], which is Γ-equivariant:
Es,t1 
à
k¥maxp0,sq
Ht 2s2kpY
r2kss
,Z{nps kqq ùñ Hs tpX,Z{nqP
We can estimate Hs tpX,Z{nqP by comparing the terms Es,t1 with the limit terms
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Es,t8 which are subquotients:
#H0pX,Z{nqP  #E0,08 ¤ #H0pY
r0s
,Z{nq,
#F 1H1pX,Z{nqP  #E1,08 ¤ #H0pY
r1s
,Z{nq,
#F 0H1pX,Z{nqP {F 1  #E0,18 ¤ #H1pY
r0s
,Z{nq,
#H1pX,Z{nqP {F 0  #E1,28 ¤ #H0pY
r1s
,Z{np1qq,
#F 2H2pX,Z{nqP  #E2,08 ¤ #H0pY
r2s
,Z{nq,
#F 1H2pX,Z{nqP {F 2  #E1,18 ¤ #H1pY
r1s
,Z{nq,
#F 0H2pX,Z{nqP {F 1  #E0,28 ¤ #H2pY
r0s
,Z{nq #H0pY r2s,Z{np1qq,
#F1H2pX,Z{nqP {F 0  #E1,38 ¤ #H1pY
r1s
,Z{np1qq,
#H2pX,Z{nqP {F1  #E2,48 ¤ #H0pY
r2s
,Z{np2qq.
Taking the products, we get inequalities
#H0pXqP ¤ #H0pY
r0s
q,
#H1pXqP ¤ #H0pY
r1s
q #H1pY
r0s
q #H0pY
r1s
qp1q,
#H2pXqP ¤ #H0pY
r2s
q #H1pY
r1s
q #H0pY
r2s
qp1q
#H2pY
r0s
q #H1pY
r1s
qp1q #H0pY
r2s
qp2q.
Note, that P is a certain subgroup of I, and they act trivially on Hs tpX,Z{nq in
the case of simple normal crossings for Y by [RZ82] Kor. 2.25.
Lemma 3.5.5. Let k be an algebraic closed field and n an integer not divided by
charpkq. Then we have:
1.
HrpAd
k
,Z{nq 
"
Z{n for r  0,
0 otherwise.
2.
HrpPd
k
,Z{nq 
"
Z{np r
2
q for even r, 0 ¤ r ¤ 2d,
0 otherwise.
3.
HrpPbd
k
,Z{nq 
#
Z{np r
2
q
pdr
2
q for even r, 0 ¤ r ¤ 2d,
0 otherwise,
where Pbd
k
is the d-fold product P1
k
k    k P1k of P
1
k
.
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4. Let X  V pgq ãÑ Pd 1k be a smooth (!), projective hypersurface definied by a
homogeneous polynomial g of degree f and dimension d. Then
HrpX,Z{nq 
"
HrpPd
k
,Z{nq for r  d,
HdpPd
k
,Z{nq ` HdpX,Z{nq1 for r  d,
with the free Z{n-module
HdpX,Z{nq1 : ker

HdpX,Z{nq GysÝÑ Hd 2pPd 1
k
,Z{np1qq
	
of rank
rankZ{n H
dpX,Z{nq1 
pf  1qd 2   p1qdpf  1q
f
.
5. Let X ãÑ Pbpd 1q
k
be a smooth, projective hypersurface definied by a multi-
homogeneous polynomial g of dimension d. Then
HrpX,Z{nq 
#
HrpPbpd 1q
k
,Z{nq for r ¤ d 1,
HrpPbpd 1q
k
,Z{np1qq for r ¥ d  1.
Proof. See [Mil08] example 16.3 and 16.4. For Pbd
k
use induction on d and the
Künneth formula [Mil08] §22. For the last point consider the Gysin sequence [Mil08]
§16:
Hr 1pUqp1q Ñ HrpXq Ñ Hr 2pPbpd 1q
k
qp1q Ñ Hr 2pUqp1q
where U is the complement of X in Pbpd 1q
k
, which is affine and of dimension d  1,
and for which Hr 1pUqp1q and Hr 2pUqp1q vanish by [Mil08] §14 for r   1 ¥ d  2.
For r ¤ d 1 we get by Poincaré duality, cf. [Mil08] §24:
HrpX,Z{nq  H2drpX,Z{n_pdqq_
 H2dr 2pPbpd 1q
k
,Z{npd  1qq_
 Hp2d 2qp2dr 2qpPbpd 1q
k
,Z{npd  1q_pd  1qq_
 HrpPbpd 1q
k
,Z{nq,
where the second isomorphism is the Gysin isomorphism as before and holds because
2d r   1 ¡ d  1  dimU for r ¤ d 1.
Remark 3.5.6. Consider the following strategy to construct counterexamples:
• Construct a simple normal crossing variety Y consisting of smooth hyper-
surfaces Y i  V pfiq in the projective space Pd 1 or Pbpd 1q, resp., over the
algebraic closure k of a finite field.
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• Take a finite subfield k of k over which all fi are defined and such that ev-
ery connected component of any Y rrs is geometrically connected, where Y 
V pf1    fsq is the corresponding variety over k.
• The reciprocity map ρYn then by 1.5.4 has trivial kernel.
• Construct a lift f˜ of the product f1    fs to a henselian discrete valuation ring
A with residue field k, such that V pf˜q is a regular connected subscheme of
Pd 1A or P
bpd 1q
A , resp., with geometrically connected and smooth generic fibre
X over K, where K QuotpAq.
• X is then a hypersurface in Pd 1 or Pbpd 1q over K.
• For d ¥ 3 we then by 3.5.5 have
#H2pX,Z{nq ¤ #H0pX,Z{nq 
 
#H1pX,Z{nq
2
#H2pX,Z{nq  n2,
nd 2, resp., with exponents independent on the degree of f˜ and the number n.
• If we constructed Y such that #H2pΓY ,Z{nq ¡ n2 or nd 2, resp., then there
must be a non-trivial element in
ker ρXn  coker
 
H2pX,Z{nq_ Ñ H2pΓY ,Z{nq

,
whereas ker ρYn  0.
This strategy has the problem, that it is in a way independent on n. It would also
work, if we took the projective limit of the above groups over n  `ν for a prime
`  p, i.e. with Z`-coefficients. With the same arguments as above one would get
that
rankZ` ker ρ
X
t`u ¡ 0  rankZ` ker ρ
Y
t`u,
which contradicts the fact, that ρXt`u is finite by 3.4.8. So this strategy can not
work properly. Since it is no problem to construct a huge H2pΓY q with intersecting
hypersurfaces, the main problem is to find a regular (!) hypersurface lift X of Y .
The examples 3.5.8 shows that everything can be done, even that X is smooth, but
only the regularity of X is missing.
Example 3.5.7 (Cf. [Sat05], [Fri83]). Let K be a local field with ring of integers A
and residue field k. Let d ¥ 3 and m ¥ d   6 be integers. Fix a monic irreducible
polynomial f P krT s of degree m, let h  krT s{f be the corresponding field extension
and Q  Specphq. Furthermore, let Y be the hypersurface in Pbpd 1qk defined by the
multi-homogeneous polynomial of degree pm,m, 2, 0, . . . , 0q:
F : pfpT1{T
1
1qT
1m
1 q  pfpT2{T
1
2qT
1m
2 q  pT3T
1
3q ,
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i.e. we have
Y 
  
Q P1k  P1k

Y
 
P1k Q P1k

Y
 
P1k  P1k  tO,8u

 Pbpd2qk .
Let g, g1 resp., be a separable polynomial in krT s of degree m or m  1, degree 2
resp., which is prime to f , prime to T resp.. Furthermore take monic lifts f˜ , g˜, g˜1
of f, g, g1 in ArT s of the same degrees. Let X be the projective subscheme of Pbpd 1qA
defined by the multi-homogeneous polynomial of degree pm,m, 2, 0, . . . , 0q:
F˜   pi  G˜,
where pi is a prime element of A and
F˜ 

f˜pT1{T
1
1qT
1m
1
	


f˜pT2{T
1
2qT
1m
2
	
 pT3T
1
3q ,
G˜  pg˜pT1{T
1
1qT
1m
1 q  pg˜pT2{T
1
2qT
1m
2 q  pg
1pT3{T
1
3qT
12
3 q .
The generic fibre X  Xη of X is then geometrically connected and smooth over K,
since it is everywhere locally étale isomorphic to AdK, and defines a hypersurface in
Pbpd 1qK , cf. [Sat05] §3, and [Fri83] for more general polynomials G.
Since QkQ  Specphbk hq consists of m Q-rational points, we get in the obvious
way that
• Y r0s consists of 2 Q-rational and 2 k-rational irreducible components:
Y1  Q P1k  P1k  P
bpd2q
k ,
Y2  P1k Q P1k  P
bpd2q
k ,
Y3  P1k  P1k O  P
bpd2q
k ,
Y4  P1k  P1k 8 P
bpd2q
k ,
• Y r1s consists of m  4 Q-rational irreducible components:
Y1 X Y2  QQ P1k  P
bpd2q
k ,
Y1 X Y3  Q P1k O  P
bpd2q
k ,
Y1 X Y4  Q P1k 8 P
bpd2q
k ,
Y2 X Y3  P1k QO  P
bpd2q
k ,
Y2 X Y4  P1k Q8 P
bpd2q
k ,
• Y r2s consists of 2m Q-rational irreducible components:
Y1 X Y2 X Y3  QQO  Pbpd2qk ,
Y1 X Y2 X Y4  QQ8 Pbpd2qk ,
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• there are no higher r-fold intersections.
From the exact sequence 1.3.3:
CH0pY
r1sq //
odeg

CH0pY
r0sq //
odeg

CH0pY q // 0,
pmZqm 4 // pmZq2 ` Z2,
where the lower map is given by the matrix

Y12 Y13 Y14 Y23 Y24
Y1 m m m 0 0
Y2 m 0 0 m m
Y3 0 m 0 m 0
Y4 0 0 m 0 m


,
we get that
CH0pY q  Z` Z{m,
cf. [Sat05] Lem. 3.4. Note, that we have the natural isomorphism from [Ful98]
Thm. 3.3:
CH0pZ k Pbrk q  CH0pZq.
The dual complex ΓY of Y is of the form
1 3
4 2,
where every triangle is filled in. Therefore, it is connected and simply connected.
So we get
H0pΓY ,Zq  Z,
H1pΓY ,Zq  0,
H2pΓY ,Zq  Zm1,
where the rank of the second homology group can be computed by the fact, that the
alternating sum of the ranks of the complex Zpi0pY rsq:
Z2m // Zm 4 // Z4
coincide with the Euler-Poincaré characteristic.
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Now let n be an arbitrary integer not divided by charpkq. Because X is a smooth
geometrically connected hypersurface defined by a multi-homogeneous polynomial,
we get by 3.5.5
HrpX,Z{nq  HrpPbpd 1q
k
,Z{nq  Z{np
r
2
q
pd 1r
2
q
for 0 ¤ r ¤ 2 ¤ d1, since d is chosen to be ¥ 3. Like in 3.5.2 the Hochchild-Serre
spectral sequence gives
#H2pX,Z{nq ¤ #H0pXq 
 
#H1pXq
2
#H2pXq  nd 2.
If X were regular, we would like in 3.5.2 have the exact sequence
H2pX,Z{nq_ ÝÑ H2pΓY ,Z{nq ÝÑ ker ρXn ÝÑ 0,
leading to the estimations
# ker ρXn ¥ #H2pΓY ,Z{nq{#H2pX,Z{nq
¥ nm1{nd 2
 nmd3
¥ n3
¡ # CH0pY q{n
¥ # ker ρYn
for d ¥ 3 and m ¥ d   6. Taking the projective limit of the above sequence over
NpLq for any set of prime numbers L not containing charpkq, we would get the
similar result that
rankZL ker ρ
X
L ¥ 3,
observing that
lim
ÐÝ
nPNpLq
H2pΓY ,Z{nq  H2pΓY ,Zq b ZL  Zm1L
is free of rank m 1 and that
 lim
ÝÑ
nPNpLq
HrpX,Z{nq


_


 lim
ÝÑ
nPNpLq
Z{np
r
2
q
pd 1r
2
q


_


Q{Zp
r
2
q
pd 1r
2
q
L-tors

_
has ZL-rank at most
 
d 1
r
2

.
Example 3.5.8. Let the setting be like in 3.5.7 and let L|K be the unramified
field extension corresponding to h|k and B|A the corresponding ring of integers.
Now consider the base extension X1  XB. We then have Y 1 : X1s  Yh and
X 1 : X1η  XL. Since X was smooth and geometrically integral, this also holds for
X 1. Since Q splits completely over h we have that Y1,h and Y2, h each consists of m
irreducible components. So we get that
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• Y 1r0s consists of 2m  2 h-rational irreducible components:
Y 11
i
, Y 12
j
, Y 13 , Y
1
4 ,
for 1 ¤ i, j ¤ m,
• Y 1r1s consists of m2   4m h-rational irreducible components:
Y 11
i
X Y 12
j
, Y 11
i
X Y 13 . Y
1
1
i
X Y 14 , Y
1
2
j
X Y 13 . Y
1
2
j
X Y 14 ,
for 1 ¤ i, j ¤ m,
• Y 1r2s consists of 2m2 h-rational irreducible components:
Y 11
i
X Y 12
j
X Y 13 , Y
1
1
i
X Y 12
i
X Y 14 ,
for 1 ¤ i, j ¤ m,
• there are no higher r-fold intersections.
The dual complex to Y 1 is clearly connected and simply connected. So like before
we get
H0pΓY 1 ,Zq  Z,
H1pΓY 1 ,Zq  0,
H2pΓY 1 ,Zq  Zm
22m 1.
Since every component of a Y 1rrs has a h-rational point, it is geometrically connected
and since piab1 pPbrk q  Gabk every component of Y 1r0s is of "geometrically simply
connected". Therefore by 1.4.11, the groups ker ρY , ker ρYn , ker ρYL vanish. Like
before we would get that
# ker ρXn ¥ n
m22md1 ¡ 0  ker ρYn
for n not divided by charphq and m ¡ d ¥ 3, and similar for the ZL-rank of ker ρXL ,
if XB were regular.
Remark 3.5.9. Note, that the examples 3.5.7 and 3.5.8 are not counterexamples
to the question, if the kernels of the reciprocity maps modulo n coincide, since the
model X in these examples is not regular, although its generic fibre is smooth and
has strict semi-stable reduction. Moreover, these example show, that there can not
be any regular hypersurface lift of Y .
If one now wants to resolve the singularities of X, then one would get new compo-
nents in the special fibre, so that the new H2pΓ,Z`q would have a smaller rank.
If one could construct a regular lift of Y , not necessarily as a hypersurface, then
one has no control of H2pX,Z`q, which then would have a bigger rank.
Therefore, the construction of a counterexample is not easy and still is open.
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